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Art is art is art is art.

After two years of publishing virtually, we are 
happy to have this year’s edition of Insanity’s Horse 
in print. We hope that you will appreciate the hard 
work and creativity of the artists and the writers 
that you will find within these pages. 

This magazine reflects many facets of the human 
experience. With that in mind, a lot of the content 
might be uncomfortable and overwhelming to some 
readers. For the pieces that the Editorial Board and 
Staff found to need warnings, you can find a brief 
warning label before them.

Thank you to Courtney Zoffness, the English De-
partment, and Drew University for their continuous 
support of Insanity’s Horse. Thank you for giving 
us a space to create and a way to showcase the 
talent of this University.
     

Sincerely,
   The Mad and Insane
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Mia Pulido — Fiction Contest Winner
| trigger warning for implied sexual assault |

Fucked Up Sex Stuff

 Syd Foster was the best storyteller I knew. Of course, 
I would’ve never told him that then, back when we thought 
withholding praise and rolling our eyes at our parents made us cool, 
but now that I’m separated from those long summers of Culver, 
Indiana by a few decades, I can freely say it: Syd could spin a 
yarn. He tapped into something, maybe the same thing that made 
cavemen draw pictures on rock walls in the flickering firelight or 
knights sit in taverns telling tales of their ancestors’ deeds—but 
whatever it was, there was a power in it, and we were helpless to 
resist as we inevitably set down our slingshots or beat-up bikes to 
listen to Syd Foster tell a story.

 Some of his plotlines were cribbed from favorite movies, 
some were twists on classic ghost stories or urban legends, some 
were entirely original. Mostly they began with some iteration of 
“This happened to my mom’s friend’s son-in-law” or some other 
tenuous relation that maintained the veneer of truth while also being 
so distant it couldn’t possibly be disproven. I guess we knew in the 
back of our minds—all of us but Mikey, maybe, who was painfully 
gullible—that Syd’s stories weren’t true, but we never questioned 
them because he seemed to really believe them, or at least deliver 
them as if he did. 

 We were closest, the five of us, during the last two years of 
middle school, especially during the summers, when there wasn’t 
much to do but ramble around the woods, occasionally stirring up 
trouble. Syd and I were friends years before I met the others and 
would stay friends years after I lost touch with them, but for a brief 
window of time in sixth and seventh grade we were all part of a 
tight-knit group. 

 Syd was sandy-haired and blue-eyed, the sort of boy that 
girls giggled about at their slumber parties, but he seemed entirely 
unaware of the effect he had on the fair and mysterious sex. Instead, 
he spent all his time with us, telling his stories and orchestrating 
contests and building ramshackle lean-tos in the woods that he 
could convince you were mansions if you closed your eyes and let 
him talk for long enough. I guess you could say he was the leader, 
as much as any gang of boys can be led. Mikey was our lovable 
dimwit, perpetually failing at least two classes, thick-skulled but 

well-meaning. Jack was the opposite: smarter than his own good. 
He always reminded me of a fox; maybe it was the red hair or the 
way he moved. He was crafty and clever and almost always the 
reason we got into trouble. Lastly, there was Dixon, whose first 
name was apparently Barnabas, though even the teachers called him 
by his last name. Dix felt most at home sitting in a tree, watching 
the world from above. He was quiet and small, but he knew the 
woods like the backs of his hands and fed us a steady stream of 
survivalist knowledge he’d known from a young age—how to start 
a fire without a flint, how to tie fly fishing lures, how to track a deer 
or set a sprained wrist with saplings or find leaves that would make 
your mouth numb when you chewed them. His family had been 
hunting for generations, and he had a sort of aura of wilderness 
about him that immediately drew our respect.

 I was around, too. There’s not much to say about me. I was 
average in every way, at school, at home, even in our little group I 
just slotted right into the middle. Maybe that was why I took to Syd 
so quickly; he always made me feel a little more interesting.

 We used to hang out at an old quarry in the woods behind 
Jack’s house. That was where we were when it happened for the 
first time. It was a balmy September day, slight breeze, and we were 
all putting off homework. I remember the clouds, those gauzy, late 
summer clouds, and the way the afternoons always seemed to go 
by so much more quickly when we were procrastinating. I think it 
was the third week of school, maybe the fourth. Jack and Dix were 
working at bits of wood with their penknives: Dix whittling a tiny 
figure, Jack sharpening a stick for some nefarious purpose. Mikey 
was trying to figure out how to whistle by holding a blade of grass 
between his thumbs, but so far all he had produced were bits of 
flying spittle. I was lying on a boulder, looking at the sky. But we 
were all of us listening to Syd. 

 “—and so Arthur follows this old guy inside the barn, 
which is all dark and dusty and covered in spiderwebs and hay. And 
he’s looking around for his dog, but can’t see her, it’s so dark. He 
asks the man, ‘I thought you said Fluffy was in here?’ The old man 
comes up behind him with this rusty gas lantern. ‘She is in here,’ he 
says. And he shines the lantern into the corner. Arthur goes over and 
sees Fluffy’s body, slit open right down the middle, and crawling 
with little maggots. He’s terrified and he turns to look at the old 
man, who’s smiling now, this creepy smile that shows his crooked 
teeth. ‘I told you she was here,’ he says. ‘But I didn’t say she was 
still alive.’”
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 “Oh man, that is messed up!” laughed Jack. 

 “How’d you do the old man voice?” I asked, for Syd was a 
whiz at impressions and I wondered who he’d based it on.

 Mikey, shaken—for he still believed this was a true story—
asked, “What happened to Arthur?”

 “What do you think happened to Arthur, dumbass?” Jack 
scoffed. “He wound up like that dog!”

 “No,” Syd said quietly. “No, the old man let him live. But 
first, he made Arthur take off all his clothes, and he did all sorts of 
fucked up sex stuff to him. And he said that if Arthur told anybody, 
he’d wind up just like Fluffy.”

 I didn’t think much of it that first time. But afterward, this 
type of torture started appearing more and more in Syd’s stories—
it was never too graphic, it was always some vague phrase like 
“fucked up sex stuff,” which was par for the course in those days, 
as our actual knowledge of sex was a horrifying mixture of rumors 
and guesswork. (I remember Mikey once admitting that he had no 
idea how the guy was supposed to fit his dick into the girl’s belly 
button.) But apart from the vagueness, it was the sudden frequency 
of this occurrence in Syd’s tales that unsettled me; it seemed to 
infect them like a virus, even cropping up in stories that were old 
favorites by now, like the one about the alien abduction. I thought 
that Syd had finally been initiated into the fact that half the girls in 
our grade had a crush on him and that maybe this was his way of 
awkwardly stumbling through puberty like the rest of us, trying to 
sort out his new feelings about girls, like the way Jack pulled Lynn 
Becker’s ponytail in math class because he secretly liked her but 
wouldn’t admit it. The only thing was, there weren’t many girls in 
the stories that Syd was telling.

 The other boys seemed to get a kick out of it. They laughed 
and went “ew, no!” But for some reason, maybe because I knew 
Syd better than they did, it never struck me as funny. It put a knot in 
my stomach. So much so that one day I broached the cardinal rule 
of the seventh-grade boy and talked to him sincerely.

 We were in his backyard, shooting at a makeshift target 
with an old recurve bow. I just turned to him and asked, “What’s up 
with you these days? Is something going on?”

 Instead of a flat denial or even a joking one, he replied, 
squeezing one eye shut and aiming the bow, “What would you do if 

there was?”

 I didn’t know what to say. Tell an adult? Try to help him 
somehow? Suddenly all of my own powerlessness came to bear on 
me. What could I possibly do? “I don’t know,” was all I squeaked 
out.

 The arrow was released and hit its mark with a thwick. The 
topic was dropped.

 What I wouldn’t give. What I wouldn’t give to go back 
there, just to that moment, to say something different, to say the 
right thing, and even now not knowing what the right thing really 
is or how it would sound coming out of my mouth or how it would 
warp and change in the air between us before it reached Syd’s ears. 
How many times I’ve turned it over in my mind, searching for the 
words.

 It must’ve been soon after that that he stopped telling 
stories altogether. I thought it was because of me, because of 
what I’d asked. But all of a sudden he just refused, no matter how 
much we begged or whined or taunted. Jack tried to take up the 
mantle, but his stories were always too violent and rambly and they 
didn’t make much sense, so his turn as the group orator was short-
lived. Besides, it was getting colder in the afternoons now, which 
meant night—and our mothers inevitably summoning us home 
for dinner—was coming earlier, and Syd wasn’t around as much 
because his parents were making him take tutoring lessons with 
Mr. Lowell since he was close to flunking math. I couldn’t imagine 
why he was failing; everyone knew Mr. Lowell was the best math 
teacher, way better than Ms. Wisniewski, Jack’s and my math 
teacher, who was so strict that everyone said she kept a jar of all the 
chewing gum she’d forced kids to spit out over the years, like some 
kind of disgusting trophy.

 Syd’s birthday was in early December. I begged my mom 
to buy him a great gift, even chipping in with the fifteen dollars 
I’d saved from mowing lawns in the summer. She must have seen 
that I truly believed in the power of this gift, as she (and my fifteen 
dollars) sprung for a Game Boy with a transparent case, which I 
held carefully like an offering to the gods as we drove to the Foster 
house for the birthday party. 

 Syd was back to his usual charming self. He didn’t sulk 
or say strange things. He gasped when he unwrapped my present 
and hugged it to his chest and asked, “How did you know?!” and I 
thought, I knew because I know you. Everyone else was there too, 
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of course, and we had so much fun, hopped up on pizza and cake 
and pop, that I thought I must’ve been making too much out of 
Syd’s stories, imagining a problem where there wasn’t one. Who 
cared if he didn’t feel like telling them anymore? I was just glad to 
have my best friend back.

 There was one thing. When the candles on the cake were 
lit, Syd stared at them for a while. “Honey, they’re gonna melt 
everywhere,” his mom whispered. But he seemed as if in a trance. 
It was just long enough to be uncomfortable, but sure enough, he 
snapped out of it, and then the whole thing proceeded as normal, 
with the clapping and the cutting of slices. I thought he must have 
just been making an especially long wish. 

    ***

 Syd’s birthday was on a Saturday. That Monday, he got 
called out of English class. I immediately asked to go to the 
bathroom so I could walk up to the main office with him. 

 “Do you have a doctor’s appointment or something?”

 “Not that I can remember,” he muttered. I noticed his 
forehead was shining with sweat.

 “You okay?” I asked. 

 He took a long, shaky breath. “Yeah. I think so.”

 We both stopped in our tracks when we came to the big 
panes of wired glass that looked into the office. Apart from the two 
secretaries, there was only one other person in there: a uniformed 
police officer.

 “Syd, do you know what’s going on?” I asked.

 “I think so.”

 “What did you do?” I was whispering so they wouldn’t 
hear us in the office.

 He paused, adjusted his backpack on his shoulder. “I think I 
did the right thing. It’s gonna be alright, okay? Just go back to class 
before Mrs. Hall writes you up.” He opened the office door. “And… 
don’t tell anyone.”

 I watched from the hallway as the officer introduced 

himself as Officer DeSantis. “And you must be Sydney Foster.” Syd 
nodded. They shook hands. “Don’t worry, you’re not in any trouble. 
I’m gonna drive you home today. I just thought we could talk a 
little bit on the way about what you’ve told your parents? And I 
figured you wouldn’t mind leaving a period early.” He chuckled. 
Syd smiled feebly.

 The secretary closest to the window tapped on the glass and 
made a shooing gesture at me. I walked back to class thoroughly 
confused and worried, resolved to call Syd after school. When I got 
home, I dialed his number, which I knew connected to the phone in 
his kitchen. Mrs. Foster picked up. “Hello?”

 “Hi Mrs. Foster, this is Alan. I saw that Syd left early today 
and I just wanted to see if everything was okay.”

 “Oh, hi Alan. How sweet of you. Yes, Sydney’s alright, 
thanks for asking.”

 “Can I talk to him?”

 “I—well, sure. Just give me a second.” There was silence. 
“Here he is.” There was a jostle, and then: “Hey.”

 “Hey. What’s up? What was with the cop? Is everything 
okay?”

 “Yeah. Yeah, everything’s fine. It’s just kind of… I’ll tell 
you tomorrow, okay?”

 “Sure. Okay. I’ll see you then.”

 We were on different bus routes, so I couldn’t talk to Syd 
in the morning—I’d have to wait till lunch, but then maybe he 
wouldn’t want to tell me with the other guys there. I was puzzling 
over what it could possibly mean when I walked into school and 
heard the news that was on everybody’s lips: Mr. Lowell was dead. 
There were whisperings about what had happened, of course, 
distorted or exaggerated or just plain fabricated by the furious 
churning of the student body’s collective imagination. He fell 
down an abandoned mine shaft. He was run over by Susan Lyle’s 
half-blind grandpa. He drowned in Lake Maxinkuckee during a 
midnight swim. He was a communist sleeper agent who had killed 
himself upon failing his mission. 

 It was only later that I’d learn some of the details. How 
they found him in his basement. How he was wearing the same 
thing he wore to school every day, even the tie. How Syd was 
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mentioned in the note which was carefully enclosed in an envelope 
next to the toppled chair; how Syd’s name and the names of five 
other boys were listed under the heading, I AM SO SORRY.

 When I found Syd crying in the hallway during homeroom 
that day, I thought it must be because he was sad to hear about Mr. 
Lowell. But knowing what I know now, I finally understand. He 
was looking up at me through tears of relief.

   

 Vanity
Elizabeth Mignano

Istanbul 2020 #1 
Anamaria Roa
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Our Observable Universe
Stefany Merkelbach — Fiction Contest Runner-Up

 We live outside one another’s lives, only just passing in 
orbit when we have no other choice. Like the kitchen on a Sunday 
morning when it’s too early to be awake and too late to be coming 
home. 

 I stumble through the door, reeking of beer and my 
girlfriend’s perfume, and my dad is standing at the kitchen counter 
pouring himself coffee, dressed for work. He doesn’t look back as I 
trip over the ledge of the doorway. 

 My legs sway beneath me, the hall towards my bedroom 
just a little too far. I settle down into one of the wobbly chairs at our 
table leaning my head down, pillowed by my arms. He’s dressed 
in his perpetually stained work pants, and a work shirt I know has 
his name embroidered over his heart. Mark. An uncharacteristically 
strong name for someone like my dad. 

 “It’s Sunday,” I remind him, and we both look at one 
another like we can’t believe one of us dared to break the silence 
that has permeated between us for…was it a week now? 

 When he looks at me, a spared glance over his shoulder, 
I’m the first one to look away. Neither of us continues the 
conversation, and we both allow one another to carry on, holding 
our breaths like people narrowly avoiding disaster. 

 We live in our differences; in what we see in ourselves 
and not in the other. His dark skin, my own olive. His thick hair, 
my curled wispy strands. His dark eyes, my borrowed light ones. 
His quietness; that follows him through his slow ministrations and 
simple existence. The way he hums to music on that old shitty radio 
and smells of oil and man and age. All these things his own, and not 
mine.

 I think of what he thinks, seeing me sitting at his table, 
living in his house, existing beside him. Impatient, incorrigible, 
in my way. When I see him sitting at his table, living in his house, 

existing beside me, I wonder: does he sleep better knowing I will 
never be him? Does he sleep worse knowing I am exactly who he 
has made me to be?

 We have dinner on a Thursday night. Usually, I’d be at 
Riley’s house, his mom more than happy to cook for one more 
person. And she talks to me.

 “How was your boys’ day?” she’d say, as if Riley and I 
were brothers. She and Riley’s dad sat at the ends of the table, 
speaking to one another, speaking to us. Acknowledging we exist. 
I never know what to say when she asks me. I never know what’s a 
lie and what’s the truth. 

 When I can’t go to Riley’s house, despite his mom’s 
insistence that I’m always welcomed, I sit in my truck on one of the 
dirt roads in town eating whatever takeout food I can afford. I sit in 
my truck, so I don’t overextend my stay anywhere else. 

 But today, on an insignificant Thursday, it’s a cold fall 
night. Riley’s been home sick all week, so I don’t dare appear 
at their doorstep. And it’s too cold to be sitting in my truck, my 
heating always broken. So, I force myself into the house, the sun 
long set and my skin stiff from the cold. 

 My dad sits at the table his plate of rice and meatloaf half-
eaten. I slide into the chair at the other end of the table, eyeing his 
plate as an unspoken plea for my own meal. We both know I’m not 
supposed to be here. Where else I’m meant to go neither of us can 
say, but the back door is closed, and my truck is parked. I am here 
to stay. 

 He stands without a word, readying another plate of food. 
The house fills with the clanging of dishes and the beep of the 
microwave. I accept the plate when it is placed in front of me, 
eating with slow and quiet movements, not daring to disturb our 
truce.

 “We should get the heating in the truck fixed,” he says, 
“Bring it to the shop.” 

 We eat as if that wasn’t a dismissal. 
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 Our house is barely a house. It stands on old foundations 
and is bound together by fraying wallpaper. The same wallpaper I 
remember peeling at as a child, my hands wandering and my mind 
unoccupied. 

 “The faucet is leaking again,” I said. 

 “I’ll look at it when I get home,” he said.

 “Call the plumber.” 

 “I can fix it.” 

 The faucet still leaks, and now the warm water comes and 
goes in the shower. I wonder what he might say if I call the plumber 
myself, but I know Mr. Doyle and his sons would mention it to my 
dad before I could even get to see his reaction. 

 We are both too aware of the flickering light above the 
kitchen sink, and the broken lock on the front door. We take turns 
flicking at the bulb teasing it back to life and keep a credenza 
pressed up against the front door. 

 “This isn’t a house,” I say, watching my dad reattach the 
screen door to the hinges, “Let alone a home.” 

 He gives me a strange look, the kind of look you give 
someone on the street when suffering from a case of déjà-vu. And 
then, even stranger, he smiles

 “A rose by any other name,” he says. 

 We are what is left behind.

 At the end of the hallway off the kitchen is a spare room. 
The walls lined with bookshelves; it is half-decorated. A project left 
unfinished, a reminder of what neither of us has the heart to destroy, 
nor the willingness to complete. 

 Every now and again, when we are so far from one another, 
I sit in the room and count the books on the shelves. I pull the most 
worn spines down and read in the margins a person I do not know. 
I wonder what he might read in these scribbled words that I don’t. 
And when we are so close, on the cusp of running our course, I 

glare at the words and hate him for knowing what came before. But 
when we are as we always are, I remind myself of the other words. 
The ones in blocky letters intertwined with what is left behind, both 
of them sharing a secret language I may never be privy to.

 Sometimes we dare; we dare ourselves to push against our 
carefully made borders, we dare the other to break and give in. 

 He dares when I’m sitting on the couch watching the game. 
He was gone all morning, work, running away, it was all the same. 

 “Who is winning?” I don’t answer, turning up the volume. 
“You know,” he says, “Anyone else’s son wouldn’t get away with 
this.” 

 I know. I know anyone’s son wouldn’t get away with it. 

 “I’m not your son.” 

 There’s a pause, a whistle blows on the TV, and no one has 
scored yet. 

 We are pulling each other’s patience taunt with how 
immovable we are. The inevitable disaster of an immovable object 
and unstoppable force, but we both know this. So why? Why are we 
continuing to oppose each other when the battle is not even worth 
fighting?

 Occasionally–when I have nothing to complain about, 
and our world is stagnant–I wish he would explode. Not die, but 
unravel. I wish he would hear my words, and see my face, and want 
to destroy us. I wish he would gamble away our money playing 
cards with the other no-goods or shout profanities into the night 
with the town drunks. I wish he would raise his fists to beat me 
black and blue. I wish he would lock the doors at night and eat all 
the food in the fridge.

 

 Sometimes we have no choice, but to acknowledge one 
another. 

 My grandmother demands a visit, sporadically but with 
more ferocity around the holidays. And we indulge her because she 
lives just a few towns over, and it’s Christmas. If it were any other
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day, my father would not even ask me to join him, and I would not 
even ask where he was going. 

 My grandmother’s house smells like a mix of pine and the 
inside of a craft store; looking more lived-in than our own house 
despite it just being her for years. As we enter, we both stare at the 
decorated Christmas tree in her living room as if we had forgotten 
they existed. Now we are all too aware of the empty space in our 
own living room where one was meant to stand. 

 “Mark, come help me with this bird,” my grandmother says 
from the kitchen. I used to think she had a sixth sense, a super smell 
or hound hearing, being able to distinguish us as soon as we enter. I 
never figured it out, and as my dad moves into the kitchen I neglect 
sharing my thoughts once again. 

  I follow behind with the store-bought pie in my hands, but 
she moves into the doorway with a bright smile on her face as she 
stares up at me. 

 “Oh mi hijo, how big you’ve gotten,” she says bringing her 
hands to my cheeks, “Too big, when will you stop growing, hm? 
Almost as tall as your father now.” She says it fondly, but I imagine 
us being the same and recoil. 

 The rest of our family arrives later in the afternoon, 
wearing smiles and sweaters. My cousins chase one another 
around the house, wielding their Christmas toys and youth, while 
my aunts and uncles stand around talking to one another asking 
the usual questions. My dad among them, blending in with his 
family seamlessly. All of them dark hair and copper skin, their 
conversations quick-paced, jumping from Spanish to English back 
to Spanish. 

 I sit alone on the couch, a one-man audience. 

 Eventually, when they all have glasses of wine and cool 
beer bottles in their hands, they call me over. They insist I’m one of 
the adults now, with well-meaning compliments about my maturity 
and comments on my seriousness. One of my uncles tries to push 
his beer into my hands. 

 “He doesn’t drink,” my dad says. It’s a dare or a plea. It’s 
hard to tell when he doesn’t even bother to say my name or look my 
way.

“Yeah,” I say. “Besides I gotta drive this old guy home.” I pat my 

dad on the back. He doesn’t evaporate at my touch as I’m sure we 
both expected. 

 We aren’t all we have. But we do have each other, a fact we 
can’t hide. 

 I have my girlfriend. She’s made up of black hair and dark 
skin, more beautiful than I deserve and more understanding than I 
could ever ask. 

 She says my name. She says my name. 

 “Henry,” she says, with a slight lilt between the two 
syllables. 

 “Bri,” I sing back to her, slotting her beside me on the 
couch. My eyes are closed, and I listen to her heart beating in her 
chest. She’s real, and that’s more than I ever get. 

 “I think your dad is home,” she whispered, punctuated by 
the back door opening, the hinges screeching as they’re moved. 

 Rising from the couch I get the perfect view of my dad 
unpacking his bag at the kitchen counter. His hands are grease-
stained, but he doesn’t seem to care as he touches every clean 
surface. 

 “Come on, I’ll drive you home,” I say to her, and he 
startles, turning to the living room. 

 Bri stands beside me as I slide my feet into my shoes, 
“Hello, Mr. Perez. It’s nice to see you.” 

 I scoff, grabbing my jacket off one of the chairs, “Let’s go.” 

 “Briana, your father came into the shop today,” my dad 
says, “I’ve been begging him to get a new car, but he won’t listen to 
me.” 

 Briana chuckles, pushing my hand away as I try to direct 
her outside. “You and my mom,” she says.

 He smiles. He smiles at her, “Won’t you stay for dinner, 
wouldn’t want to send you home without some food.”

I throw open the back door and stomp my way to my truck. Snow 
has begun to fall outside and the heat is still broken. 
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 “Henry!” Briana calls out, “What are you doing?”

 “I’m taking you home, get in the car,” I say. 

 She asks me in the car why I’m upset. She asks me what I 
have to be so angry about. 

 I don’t have any answers for her. I just have him. 

 There are moments when we collide. Masses of matter 
pulled through space and time, on a never-ending track of gravity. 
It must be like the big bang, because as everything comes into 
existence again–no matter how overwhelming– it continues to 
expand. 

 “I’m not going to put up with this anymore,” he says 
standing from the couch, the TV remote smacks down onto the 
coffee table. 

 I lean against the doorframe of the kitchen, not sober 
enough to walk right by him and into my room. I have my truck 
keys in hand and a bruise on my face that I can’t quite remember 
where I got it. I only know that it aches as it blooms across my 
cheek, and I’m not numb enough to ignore the warm pain. 

 My fists clench at my sides, keys digging into my palms 
grounding me in my pain, “Put up with what? What I do isn’t about 
you,” I say staring right back at him. He looks away. He always 
looks away. “Look at me if you’re going to bitch. Look at me,” I 
say, taking a step forward. trying to close the space between us. It’s 
an insurmountable void. 

 His face contorts into a twisted mask as he stomps away 
towards his bedroom. 

 “Don’t talk to me like that, I pay the bills in this house, 
I give you everything you need.” We continue to move; he steps 
away and I follow, unable to free myself from the pull. 

 “No you don’t, no you fucking don’t,” I yell.

 Before he slams the door in my face he says, “You’re just 
a kid, you know nothing.” He pauses, casts one last look beyond 
me, surely wanting to confirm what it is he believes, “God what is 
wrong with you? Why, why?” He lets out a long sigh shaking his 
head. The door closes between us, but I feel no less cataclysmic.

He doesn’t come out when I bang my fists against the door, or when 
I scream into the night. He doesn’t come out when I turn the house 
upside down or walk out the front door. 

 We’re both left to deal with ourselves, alone. 

 We’re in the kitchen the next morning and he’s brewing 
coffee while I eat cereal. The bulb flickers above the sink, and we 
both ignore it. 

 “I’m sorry,” he says.

 “‘Bout what?”

 

Sunshine, Branches, and Frost
Briana Yumbe
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February Frost
Briana Yumbe

Two Week Quarantine
Rachel Kim
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twice, and then thrice but still to no purpose. “Everyone is worthy 
of respect and dignity no matter their race or ethnicity,” Almas 
opined poignantly with a strong accent that embraced her words as 
she battled consciously between being heard and the stink of her 
mother tongue she suppressed with broken American English. Her 
struggle reminded me of myself, a reflection of every immigrant, 
young or old, rich or poor in the widespread turmoil of cross-
culturalism and a fickle sense of acceptance. “She is new as me,” 
I hummed with a guilty sense of relief as if it was supposed to 
make me happy. Yes, she was new, delivered in America in the fall 
of 2019 to pursue a degree of four years she had already acquired 
in her home country but America labeled unfit. Almas is a young 
Asian female, pale in complexion, with voluptuous brown eyes 
of divine beauty. I supposed she had been stared at and racially 
profiled by the guys downstairs who wore racial arrogance to 
intimidate students like me. Whatever the case was, she spoke 
her mind and it terrified me even more, as I reflected on my own 
experiences and those of many other people that hungrily sought 
a medium not just to voice out the pains of being treated less than 
human but to bend humanity to the core of equality. I had to say 
something and I knew that I wanted to say something, but where 
and how do I begin? The malodor of history, from slavery to 
feudalism, from feudalism to capitalism, and now to the evil of 
socialism and racism ravaging the suppressed souls of peasants 
whose youths rot in utter despair at the base of the social pyramid 
can rarely be summarized. 

 Suddenly I raised my hand, bewitched by a spirit of epic 
boldness and assuring intelligence. My professor looked at me 
not knowing what to expect; cynical and relieved at the same time 
that at last, the one black man in the room was about to break the 
cocooned emotions that sat in readiness at his fingertips. My hand 
was still up as tributary-like cascades rolled down my underarm, 
covalently bonded by a bizarre combination of sweat and debris. 
But the room was closing in on me and I could sense the march 
of a million eyebrows; slim, soft arch, and straight of blonde, 
burgundy, and black colors muttering disproportionately in unison 
disappointment. Disappointment? Sort of. It was, more so, a bizarre 
stench birthed by the usurpation of racism; the kind that gives in to 
unfounded jealousy and a mythical superiority complex taught by 
history and disguised indoctrination. But, in any case, my hope and 
confidence surfaced from the stink of despondence that held people 
like me bound. There was a hope validated by valiant soldiers, our 

 The room was filled with intensity as the subject of racism 
floated in the air like a helium balloon, almost massless as it 
moved, aimlessly meandering in a flare that opened a Pandora’s 
box of sensations. There we were, amid the nagging unease racism 
had promulgated in a small room boastful of diversity. What an 
awkward silence it was, full of guilt, arrogance, haughtiness, 
shame, and a thin-skinned consciousness of a history that has 
divided us. I sat there outnumbered by my white and Asian friends, 
natch, almost invisible. I glued myself to the gray deep-seated 
plastic chair as I surreptitiously pushed myself down, not to be 
seen or noticed. I imagined I was the one color on the palette lime-
lighted by an artist, our professor. I sat there, seethed in the stink of 
despondency as I followed every opinion, but my mind was far in 
discordance. 

 “How do we end racism,” the professor restated to break 
the awkward silence that amplified the sounds of rumbling across 
the room, but again looking at me at arm’s length with such pity 
and expectation. By now, I was completely shattered and hijacked 
by a ferocious jitter. My feet began shaking, my palms sweating 
unevenly, and my intellect crashed as she approached my seat with 
calculated steps, braced with expelliarmus charms such as used in 
the world of wizardry, to disarm an opponent. I have always held 
these thoughts closer than my skin, like a soldier would guide his 
life at a frontline, but, in these moments, my word lost its place, my 
speech its sound, my argument its course, and my thoughts were 
dingy like a silhouette against a rising horizon. I couldn’t escape. 
I was fearful of being consumed by my emotions. Something was 
stirring in me and I could sense my anger perspire profusely out of 
veins that were just filled with innocence and modesty. 

 With humbleness, I walked in that room every morning 
with my head bowed down afraid to see too much or hear so much. 
When my classmate dropped a picture of Africa’s map in the group 
chat and wrote “did you know? Africa is big enough to fit a smaller 
Africa within its border,” I was sad. I can’t describe the courage 
and discipline that held my hands from responding. I stood there, 
terrified as I thought about America’s future that I cannot change 
while my fingers slumbered along the alleys of my gray phone’s 
keypads—unsure of any comeback. Unstuck, I read the post once,

Schema
Aaron Yengbie — Nonfiction Contest Winner
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forebearers who stood on the frontlines of infinite plantations and 
survived the jabs of starvations, the gluttony of poverty, and the 
discrimination that whisked their innocent souls to a lifelong mental 
and physical incarceration. But there I was “fortunate enough,” my 
mother would say, to be attending a class-act institution; breathing 
the same air as those who were supposed to be the grandsons and 
daughters of my fathers’ fathers’ masters. The professor finally 
reached me. “You are recognized. Speak, Aaron,” she said, politely. 
But as if being recognized was not enough I stood with a Usain 
Bolt-Olympic keenness to be seen and to be heard as thousands of 
melanin-rich souls—living and dead—stood by and witnessed their 
sufferings wither in the tapestry of love and an optimistic freedom. 

 

 

Collage Self-Portrait
Michael Clark
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Still Life
Diane Velasco

Riya Soyantar
Her Kind

In Merseyside, Liverpool

I went to the Chemist’s

for my psoriasis cream and the morning-after pill

I held my cream, sat down and waited in the yellowish corridor

for the lady pharmacist to call my name.

It was winter. It never snowed.

I saw her in the aisle that carried the wax strips, plastic razors, 
epilators

which collected a particular sort of shopper; this woman by the 
shaving lotions

who knew how to hold her body right, like it’s been lunging, 
drinking, loving,

made of vodka-crans- complex, pearlescent, relevant; like it’s been 
to Ibiza.

My favourite-the woman different from me.

She walked over and sat down next to me. I fiddled with my arm 
hairs, awkwardly, to feel my

way out of things. I was alone. I didn’t want to be alone.

I read the Cosmo in the sofa pocket and studied it: long women in 
glossy pools,

fat women fondling sharp shoes, the Olsen twins, women like her, 
the columns of sex

confessionals,

He’s wasting me........

...............I’m in love.....
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B&W Figure Series 
Paula Guzman

I want soft bread and to be spit on...... 

I’m afraid.....doggy style makes me feel like a piggy bank...

.....I’m alone......

I liked the women in the magazine.

This is how I wanted her to see me;

poreless, walking on a runway, well-lit.

I felt capable of anything and saw myself.

But, what was she looking at?

She studied the tub of psoriasis cream in my hands

and asked if it might work for her.

I wasn’t really alone.
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The Intruder
Grace Song
When your husband’s phone goes off for what seems like the 
hundredth time in the middle of Thanksgiving dinner, you crumple 
your napkin in your fist in an attempt to calm yourself. Showing 
any reaction would only make things worse. You can already 
imagine the assumptions and gossip your family will be making 
once you were out of earshot. Even now, as you glance around, 
your mother is looking at you with a look of concern, your sisters 
with curiosity, your father with suspicion. You suddenly notice that 
your husband sticks out with his plain white shirt, sweater and jeans 
compared to the rest of the men in your family wearing button-ups 
or polos and slacks, but the thought disappears when you spot your 
least favorite aunt sending your uncle a knowing look and your jaw 
clenches.

Another chirp goes off and your anger seems to rise. You had both 
agreed, for the children’s sake, to be amiable during the annual 
family reunion Thanksgiving dinner. You were keeping your side 
of the bargain, but he wasn’t even trying. And now she wasn’t 
helping either. So, when he finally excuses himself with a look 
of embarrassment masking the relief in his eyes, you follow him 
under the guise of refilling your glass. As he scrolled through the 
messages, you grab his arm and scold him for embarrassing you in 
front of your family. I don’t give a fuck what your family, he spits 
the word out like it was foulest in existence, thinks about us.

You stand outside the bathroom while he makes his call, pretending 
to be enthralled by the swirl of red wine in your glass, but when 
you hear his voice, speaking with the tenderness and affection you 
never got from him, you down it all, the bitterness matching the 
feeling in your heart. For a second, the world seems to fade away. 
Then you hear a sharp crack. You look down at your palm to find a 
shard of glass glinting in the flesh. Intruding.

Looming Shadows at Night 
Genesis Perez
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You sit across the room,

But it feels oceans away,

I think about that gloom,

I felt it on our last day.

It’s like seeing a stranger passing on the street,

How familiar they are,

But from where did you meet?

As they walk off farther and farther.

And you are out of reach.

You look at me blindly.

Without question,

the hate in your eyes screams every reason.

How you used to look at me so kindly, 

As if now every breath I take rings treason.

I threw your paintings on a shelf in the library,

So your art would be out of sight.

Not gone to waste,

In the ground I should have buried it so deep,

Now it hangs in the library so neatly placed.

And you are out of reach.
Smell as Sweet
Sudenaz Yilmaz

Write about something that will al-
ways be out of reach 
Sam Harvey
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Not that I want you in my life,

I think about the old you,

Who I once knew.

How you used to joke about one day being my wife.

When that plan went askew, 

We both grew but in opposite ways.

Forced to sit so close together,

We knew everything about each other,

Today not a thing.

Silent but deadly chained with an unbreakable tether,

A nightmare nowadays but oh the way your voice used to ring.

And you are out of reach.

You gave yourself the lighter,

Tried to blame me for the way we burnt to the ground.

“I am none of those things,” I say.

And I hug myself tighter.

No one really wants an arsonist around.

There’s no coming back from what you’ve done and who you 
continue to be.

Who am I,

To comment on what you choose to do?

It all seems incredibly silly to me,

Feeling a past life in my soul,

I know what I do now.

And I leave you out of reach.

Out of Reach 
Nishtha Prabartana
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A ghost in the havoc in the room

In use.

(Where to buy material?

Where to gain substance for sickly strutting

In place with the body?)

The reeling, rollicking rolling of heads as hands,

In use,

  Fondle clay—

(For a sculpture project.

Theme: bullheaded lack of willpower.

 -Let’s focus on molding the horns.)

The stalling-stuck, stilted stammer 

To the bathroom,

And it’s like every door says

“In Use,”

 “In Use,”

  “In Use.”

In Use In Use In Use
Indovina

(Where to wash my hands now?

What use does the hardening

Gunk of the moment

Have on me now?)

[My memory is 

 Redundant,

 Stepward,

 And

  In use in use in use

   in use in use in use

    in use in use in use.]
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The kiss was just that, lips on lips, skin on skin. It lasted a second, 
maybe two at most—a peck, Cara says when I tell her. I want that 
moment back. There was nothing special; no spark or racing heat 
or whatever the princess feels when she kisses her true love. The 
tension my classmates strung around my shoulders fluttered to the 
tiled floor, and all I could think about was how I missed lunch for 
this.

The dark blue bathroom stalls mocked me as I snuck out. That boy 
from the grade above, with his mud-brown hair and winning smile 
that charmed me into following him, managed to catch my gaze 
whenever we passed in the hallway for the rest of the year. He’s 
lucky we never met each other in a stairwell.

♠

The tears don’t come first. It’s the sniffles, the attempt at being 
subtle, the shaky breaths muffled behind a mask that draw my 
attention. We’ve known each other too long for me not to know the 
signs. When I look up from my phone, Cara turns away. She should 
know better. I’m just like her.

I offer flat words shaped into a question. It’s a tentative rope that I 
know will be left hanging. She replies that she’s fine, and I decide 
to leave it for now. The local Chinese restaurant isn’t the place to 
cause a scene. I tell her that I can pick up our order by myself, so 
she can go to the car. She gives me a smile, her glossy brown eyes 
crinkling at the corners. The bell above the door twinkles a tiny 
melody as the hazy summer air rushes in.

The order is ready within a few minutes, and I thank the person 
before speeding across the street. Once the car door slams closed 
and the mask comes off, I take her in. Cara won’t stop looking at 
the screen, and the glow washes her red cheeks in an unflattering 
light. The intensity almost blinds me from across the center 
console, and I’m sure she can’t see either.

I ask her, again, if something happened. My words are gentle, 
coaxing, and they manage to pry some movement from her slumped 
figure. She hands me her phone. I lower the brightness and read.

Heartbreak oozes from the right side of my car, and it sounds like 
tears hitting the seat and gasping hiccups. Fury simmers on the

Melt 
Elizabeth Mignano

I’ve Been Lied To
Emma-Li Downer
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left, and it looks like a bitten lower lip and curled fists pressed 
against the steering wheel.

I place her phone between us and dig out my own. Connecting to 
the speakers, I queue up a playlist stuffed full with our favorite 
songs and let the familiar beats drown out her sobs. A parking 
lot shouldn’t be the place for this, but texting isn’t how someone 
should end a relationship.

♠

The girl was nice, but she was just that. She talked as much as she 
listened, smiled with all her teeth, and had a tendency to start a 
sentence without knowing where it was going. I think her name was 
Kaitlin, but I’m not sure. It’s been a while since the last time I saw 
her.

She approached me during first period. I was doing my mandatory 
two years in the school orchestra and made some friendly 
acquaintances; Kaitlin was one of them. We bonded over our 
sentence passed down from the public school system and a well-
rounded education. We would count the weeks until we could fill 
this slot with a class we actually enjoyed, or, if we were lucky, a 
free period.

She sat across the room, the delicate instrument propped on her 
shoulder while mine sat uncomfortably between my legs. I gripped 
the bow with as much grace as six years and several private lessons 
failed to give me, and she must have found my pained expressions 
funny. I found her company genuine. If we knew each other for a 
little longer, we might have been friends.

It was after the annual holiday concert. Parents turned out to 
support their children, and it was easy to distinguish the dead-
eyed ones dragged out of the house for an obligatory appearance 
from the passionate ones who filmed the stage with shaky hands. 
Kaitlin’s parents were never mentioned, and my parent was away 
for a business trip.

Once the pitiful performance ended, we sat on the back steps of the 
school. The winter air nipped at exposed skin. I don’t know what 
we were talking about, but soon the night fell quiet. Kaitlin started 
to lean forward, and I didn’t move. I should have.

This time, it lasted longer than a second. That was the only thing 
that changed. It was still just a kiss, pressure on my mouth, breath 
running hot on my skin where she exhaled, my mind wandering.

The cement was digging into my palms, and I wanted to examine 
how the uneven surface left imprints on my skin. My left 
sneaker was tied securely after my wardrobe change from black 
performance clothes to the shirt and jeans I wore during school, but 
the laces on my right were barely holding themselves together. I’ve 
always hated that sensation of unbalance.

Did my eyes close? I think I held them shut that time in the 
bathroom, but I think the only darkness I saw that night with Kaitlin 
was one sprinkled with stars.

She pulled back, and something on my face told her more than I 
will ever be able to express through words. Maybe it was how my 
cheeks were flushed pink from the cold, not the intimacy. Maybe 
it was the movement of my chest or the sound of my heart beating 
hard from something that wasn’t attraction.

I had an impulse to apologize, but she spoke over me. Her mother’s 
work was moving them halfway across the country, and they were 
leaving in a few days. A great holiday present. She wanted to leave 
without regrets, without questions.

I did apologize at that point. She handed over a smile burdened 
with more than my simple words could alleviate. I don’t know how 
that night ended.

I wish I could talk to her now, to say that it wasn’t her, to explain 
there was nothing wrong with her. It was me. I was the problem.

♠

Cara’s house is crammed full with two younger siblings, a pair of 
curious dogs, and her parents who would ask about what’s wrong 
without actually listening. Mine is smaller, emptier with the only 
other occupant away on another business trip, and known for never 
asking questions. Both of ours are equally welcoming, but mine 
serves our purposes for tonight. 

Bonus: it sits on a dead-end, so the few cars on the road at midnight 
run no risk of running us over. Double bonus: all my neighbors 
were tucked into bed four hours ago—young children and the 
elderly follow a surprisingly similar sleep schedule.

There’s no one to watch two shadowy figures shuffle out of a car 
that squats low to the ground. No one to hear the remnants of a 
breakdown lingering in her breaths, to study the way my lips flatten 

♠
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into a thin line and my eyebrows furrow in concern. There’s no 
one but the two of us laying sprawled out on the road’s cooling 
pavement under the full moon.

♠

The movie was predicted to break the box office. All my friends 
were excited to watch it. Some for the renowned cast, others to 
see if it was faithful to the book, and everyone for the story. I just 
wanted to spend time with my friends before we all scattered for 
college.

Midterms were over. That meant late-night laughter in the local 
playground so we didn’t bother sleeping parents or siblings. That 
meant long, unplanned drives with fights over the music blaring 
through the open windows. It also meant my friends wanted to see 
the most anticipated movie of the year.

If I could give a review of it: a generic as hell, romantic train-
wreck. It was full of boy meets girl, girl loves boy, and their 
predictable happy ending. But, there was one scene near the climax 
that still lingers in my memories.

There’s this side character, because that’s how much he was worth 
in the eyes of the director. The camera follows him as he slinks up 
the stairs, trying to keep the creaking to a minimum. His younger 
sister stands at the top, arms folded and looking like an exact 
copy of their mother. Except the copy isn’t in tears in front of the 
stove, clutching her chest and wondering what went wrong. No, 
this version looks down from the landing as questions blend with 
concern. She asks why their mother is crying, why their father 
called him a “maggot” for liking the neighbor across the street, 
why he looks exhausted. The side character tries to explain the 
difference between the kind of love society views as acceptable and 
the kind of love he has to offer. She doesn’t understand that. Why 
are people so hung up on love and forget that there are friendships?

Maybe the world needs more friends and less love.

♠

“Do you ever think about the future and realize you could die 
alone?” Cara asks. Her voice is steady, but I can still hear the 
tremble.

I look to my right, taking in her hair splayed across the road. It 
looks black, a few shades shy of the asphalt. I can barely see her

face, but I recognize the curve of her nose.

“Yeah, I guess.”

I shift my head to peer back up at the stars. I wish I knew the names 
of the constellations. I can recognize the two ladles, though that’s 
not what they’re called, and the three stars that fall into a nice line. 
A belt for someone, I think.

“Does that scare you?”

I want to answer, to agree with her and the undercurrent in her 
words. I have to choose between one or the other. I stay silent, and 
she makes a noise of understanding. We’ve known each other for so 
long.

“I don’t want to be alone,” she volunteers. Her words float above 
her, and I stare at them, trying to understand the meaning in their 
shapes. “I don’t want to be lonely. I want someone who’ll be there 
for me no matter what. I want to be in love and have it returned.”

“You’ll always have me.” I set the words down between us. 

She’s quiet, trying hard not to break them. 

“I know,” she finally says. 

Of course she knows. The weight of her two words curls up warm 
on my chest. 

But it’s not the same, she never says.

Of course, I know that too. The weight of her silence lingers in the 
space between us. This might be enough for me, but not for her. Not 
for normal people.

“How do you do it?” she asks, sitting up. 

I can feel her gaze, and I wish I could answer. 

The uneven road digs into my exposed calves and shoulders as I try 
to think of something to say. I focus on the pinpricks of light above. 
The distance between me and Cara widens slightly, making me feel 
like one of the stars, alone while surrounded by others. Alone, but 
not lonely.  

What would the stars think if they looked down at us, two dots 
lying on a river of black—one longing for love, another content 
without it?
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is this love
Rachel Kim

I am being watched.

I observe your observing

Like I’m a nude

And you are painting

My portrait.

I refuse to reveal all, however;

Sitting with my legs spread,

I drape my waist and stomach with a long red cloth,

Playing

With the ratio between my naked visibility

And what I would never show.

Yet I stare at you with a burning conviction,

Beckoning you to paint

The unknown. What linkage

Do we share in this moment? Is it

Shame? The hope culture

Of proving exposure for ourselves? The

Hopelessness

Of never being able to show and tell?

Indovina
You
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I can’t say. My mouth

Is also obscured,

Sheathed by a red bandana.

Only my eyes can speak.

Will you

 Respond?

Into The Light and Veiled Contemplation #1
Casey Brookes Richardson
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I’ve dated men like mangoes,

soft to the touch,

sweetest only in season,

cuando parecen que son maduro. 

A word of advice: 

Picking is an art. 

And these men were lessons to never keep

anything passed its expiration date. 

I’ve dated men like trees. 

I’ve mistook height for strength 

and watched them be swayed 

by passing wind. 

I’ve dated men like Icarus, 

golden with ambition 

kept from going everywhere 

all at once, by their skin. 

Men who fell

because they were oblivious, 

drowned like the child given everything

except boundaries. 

I’ve dated men like cathedrals, 

powerful and awe-inspiring. 

But hollow 

without the praises of people 

to ring and fill the space,

crumbling and holy, 

the enduring legacy of their father’s legalism 

clinging to the notion that a God 

would rather rest in a place

then in its people. 

A note: 

these men will lie in wait

because patience is a virtue. 

I’ve dated men like paperwork 

who view women like paperweights.

To “hold them down”

while they hold us back. 

Lack of discipline or 

lack of accountability

leaves you with a headache 

the size of the partner you deserved.

 

I’ve dated men like chipped mugs

Micah Rivas
Love Life
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all too alike to not see the pattern yet. 

So you noticed the lack of peace? 

The absence of stillness? 

Choose, my love

not because you’ve found the source 

but because he’s the contribution. 

Because he fuels the stillness that allows rest, 

because he leaves room 

to be soft, 

molten in places you were frostbitten. 

Because wholeness will recognize wholeness. 

And when you get there? 

Let yourself love him.

who can only hold so much. 

A fragility precedes them 

and depending on the way 

you bring them to your lips

they can draw blood.

But all without meaning too, 

never understanding how deep 

they’ve cut.

I’ve dated men like thrift stores

composed of the habits and lessons 

of all the women he’s loved before. 

And you’ll have to step over and under them 

to reach him. 

Keep in mind:

It is not guaranteed that you’ll always find 

something worth keeping.

And you’ll always leave 

with more than you realized you were carrying.

But you

are your mother’s daughter. 

So, aprende porque que ella no se va durar para piedra.

I’ve dated men like men,
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It was once told to me by

A very nice, little old lady

That if you gift a pair of shoes to

your Lover, they are sure to leave you soon after

Running away on the very soles you gave them

Leaving you to wonder what It was about you

that spiked their fight or flight

An old wives tale, really

Drastic superstition,

a warning

You have learned to observe the Ones you fall in love with

Learned to understand how recklessly they take their strides

How carefully they calculate their steps

How heavy they lay their weight into the world

The last One loved to jump into muddy puddles

The larger ones left behind by the worst of the rain

The ones sure to splash you if you didn’t stand far back enough

Running amuck in the thick of their Youth

never letting a spot of dirt ruin their smile

The One before that never missed a chance to clean them

Support 
Elizabeth Mignano

Lovers Lost Like Left Shoes
Makayla Sosa
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Scrubbing down to the rubber soles 

Erasing the details left behind from the day

Wiping clean the past before it settles

Meticulous and tidy,

but on the inside a Mess that no one could wipe away

The One before that cherished every pair

Held onto every shoe they ever wore for as long as they could

through scuffs and torn laces, dirty tongues and loose insoles

Because their mother taught them that

The mother that ground her youth away on

tile floors and white button-up work shirts

Raised by a woman who tried to give them everything

So they held onto them as long as they could

But not to you.

Entwine
Elizabeth Mignano
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I told you what you did

And you cried

Not in front of me anyway

But you certainly freaked out

Not for the reasons I would have hoped

I told you

I look in the mirror and wonder if I’ve been assaulted

You saw yourself in that sentence

I’ve been assaulted, by you

But somehow not

Because you never intended to

It just happened

Like wind over the ocean

Or clouds outside my window

It exists

It happens

You told me
You were sorry
Maybe to yourself more than me
Ashamed that you would stoop so low
Not that you hurt me
I still wasn’t human to you

What’s mine is not yours
Elizabeth Mignano

Cry Me A River and Go Fuck Yourself
Anonymous | trigger warning for sexual assault
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Not human enough to have feelings

If only I had said no harder

It wouldn’t have happened

You confessed my guilt

Of not saying no

Not hard enough anyway

Not enough times

My fault

I know you’re wrong.

Passaic River
Yuyan Wang
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Up and Over
Will Zipf

Stoop Stalker
Will Zipf
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I used to paint with watercolors.

5 color Crayola set and an acrylic bristled brush.

Reds, yellows, blues, purples, and greens saturated the paper until 
the edges curled 

with joy and excess childhood innocence pooled in the center.

One in five women will be victims of sexual assault in their 
lifetime.

As I grew, I learned.

Neon turned pastel and blobs bloomed into roses.

I tape down the edges.

The center still warps.

Ninety-three percent of victims knew their attacker.

Soon, pastels turn to grayscale and roses become lines.

Black ink can cover every color visible to the human eye.

An oil spill of fear contaminates each body of water, killing 
everything it touches.

Suffocating, asphyxiating, strangling.

Giving permanence to the dark.

 

Jamie Barbian
Black and Blue They tell me “Your body is a temple.”

They tell me “Protect it. Hide it. You only have one.”

They tell me

 “To prevent a robbery:

 - Lock the doors.

 - Keep a light on.

 - Make it look like your home.”

My doors are locked. They’re locked with the word “No.”

My clothes are not locks, they’re house paint, wood stain, window 
shutters.

And, We are home. In our bodies, we are home.

When we are walking down the street, we are home.

When we are in bed, we are home.

When we tell you no, we are home.

When we are drunk, we are home.

When we are lying on your couch with an ominous cloud of your 
threats hanging 

overhead, stifling our voice, we are still home.

8% of reported robberies lead to incarceration, while only 3% of 
sexual assaults share the same outcome.

When you tell someone your home has been broken into. They
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don’t ask questions, they call the police.

Why you tell someone your body has been broken into, it’s a 
different story. It’s who, what, when where, why, how.

How many drinks did you have?

What were you wearing?

And we wonder why the number of rapes reported is so low.

It’s because despite doing everything we can to protect ourselves, 
carrying pepper spray and rape whistles, we are still to blame.

We’re dress-coded for wearing spaghetti straps in the 5th grade.

Taught how to fight off an attacker in 7th.

We put our knowledge to the test in 10th.

And we graduate wearing brass knuckles instead of a class ring.

Flux
Sudenaz Yilmaz
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 For the hunt,

 For   public  consumption

And not “jubilance,”

“Self-improvement” or “skill.”

(They’ll eat you fatless

Like it’s a game,

    Like you are game.)

 

Staggering

Like a beast

After flesh has been

        Cut off

Of it,

You wince

At your universal withering.

And yet, the compliments come

Anyway, disregarding disintegration.

What will it take

To make you realize

That buried treasure

Is a facade made

To create  dissatisfaction?

Oh honey, your games might be fun,

But it’s terrifyingly easy to forget

When your game means 

    meat

Game
Indovina
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Istanbul 2020 #2
Anamaria Roa 

Untitled “2021”
Gabrielle Lugbauer 
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Kelly Notine
Bananas

“You should try going after people who are actually interested in 
you.”

…

 Months have passed since I sat in a Taco Bell parking lot 
with a friend whose number I’ve made an effort to lose. But her 
words knock on my brain in the middle of the night and linger in 
the gaps of every conversation I have on dating apps. Engraved in 
my subconscious like the stick and poke tattoos she gives herself 
are engraved in her biceps. Sincere in these words as she is in 
everything. 

 Three Leo signs in my zodiac chart make me a hopeless 
romantic; Co-Star tells me my Venus in Leo makes me “idealistic 
af.”  And maybe there’s some truth to that. I ebb and flow under 
the tide of whoever takes center stage in my mind. $30 for a t-shirt 
seems like a waste, unless it’s for them, hugging their torso, in 
which case 20 dollar bills fly out of my pocket and upward into 
a heaven they don’t know exists, but they hope it does and that’s 
enough. I hate driving on highways, but I’d gas it up to 90 on Route 
80 if they needed a ride home, or to school, or to get groceries, even 
though there’s a grocery store in town, because they want bananas 
from a particular store that’s half an hour away. I’d pick a fight with 
any store clerk who thinks that they’re just bananas.

 In return I’ll settle for a text back, a “Thank you” that’s not 
even set off by punctuation marks, but it’s a morsel of gratitude, 
and I fiend for it. I’ll constitute ‘interest’ as any appreciative smile 
or “Good night” text or knowing glance in an uncomfortable group 
conversation. I’ll dine at seafood restaurants with a seafood allergy 
just to share their space. When they drink too much and need to be 
sick, I’ll throw up for them, too.

 I don’t ‘fall’ for people. Rather, I tumble. I hit the ground 
with an impact so jarring my teeth chatter. ‘Trying’ to go for people 
interested in me seems reductionist; these things aren’t tried. Find 
me a person in love who has ever become so intentionally. To have 
a crush, to love someone, in and of itself is not something one 

‘tries.’ ‘Should’ or ‘should not’ are meaningless in this context. If 
love is something capable of being changed with effort, why would 
I continue to pursue people who “don’t actually like me?”

 Being angry at her is easier than reconciling with the 
repercussions of her words. Calling her a bitch is more manageable 
than laying in the dark at night blaming myself for feeling too much 
for people who don’t care about me. Is feeling too much a thing?  
I feel like my feelings are just that, feelings, but maybe they are 
taken to an extreme. Schrödinger’s feelings. 

… 

 Even more months have passed and despite therapizing 
the boy who broke my heart as emotionally unavailable to the 
extreme, my friend’s brutal honesty reexamined under a diagnosis 
of psychopathy, the possibility of being responsible for my own 
heartbreak remains. If anything, time has only let it fester. A boy 
I match with on a dating app, six years my senior, replies to my 
comment on margaritas by saying “too late.”  Context is irrelevant; 
I am undoubtedly late to something, somewhere, and he reminds 
me. 

  I don’t regret emptying my pockets for trinkets I know will 
make people smile, evoke just a tinge of “you remembered.”  Nor 
do I regret talking simultaneously about everything and nothing 
and forgoing sleep because they’re still unpacking a childhood rife 
with daddy issues. I would not revoke the intimacy in lieu of the 
aforementioned discovery, in spite of a lack of ‘actual interest.’  

 But I do find myself wishing at times. When I’m bent over 
a toilet bowl at 2 a.m. because I’m allergic to six vodka shots, when 
bile and regret and a bit of satisfaction pour out of my mouth, I 
mourn the alcohol comfortably digesting in their liver. The solitude 
of a cloudy reflection entirely of my own making. I mourn for the 
person I’m not throwing up for.
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Alone
Rachel Kim

Vicariously
Indovina
I am transported

Behind the face

Of a powerful, fragile world.

 

I have made it my temporary venture

(That was the plan)

To enter this cave.

 

However, this is the new home;

My eyes have dilated to universes in length

And my neck and back have been crumpled to ash.

 

I can play in the game all I want;

I certainly am good at it.

This could become my reality, if I allow it to play out,

 

But the reality is that this isn’t.

It’s a place, sure,

But only under the rule of our hypnotized eyes

And hungry imaginations. They’re starving.

Imagine brains and hearts so addicted and murderous

That they will imagine anything, pervert anything, do anything.
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I look to be shunned. It’s wonderful how prone to myself (the 
game) I am.

I’ve taught myself all the rules to my world

And I battle valiantly like a coward.

 

However, pinned to my fixations,

I twitch in my paranoia and entrapment,

Under-lit, exposed, and destroyable. 

Self-Reflect
Sudenaz Yilmaz
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I see you. 
I envy you, 
the way you make them all bend to your will. 
I envy your anger, how you let yourself 
be known by them. 
How you light up a room, 
red 
and slick with blood, 
broken wires sparkling like the gems in your crown. 
You deserve that crown. 
You deserve your 
destruction. 

I am angry like you, all the time. 
It blooms in my chest, fire spreading. 
It hurts, I’m sure you know.
I love you for that, how you know that pain. 
The sharp slice of laughter hitting gym walls, 
how pressing flat in the hallways only works for a while. 
Obligatory birthday invites 
have a certain 
sting 
to them. 

I love how your rage is felt 
and felt HARD. 
It is palpable 
real
out there forever.
No one mocks you when you get in their face,

as you threaten them with death. 

They see you: 

demon 

anger incarnate, 

prom queen scorned; 

smashing lights 

bringing down the house

in a cacophony of sound 

and sparks. 

You leave no stone unturned, girl. You 

are the second coming 

in all its hellfire and gore. 

You are owed that rapture 

just as much as I am. 

It has been so long since someone said my name. 

It has been so long 

           since I have heard I am enough. 

I do not need to shrink to fit into a life. I am owed one as I am. 

You deserve the same. 

You are owed your name on their lips 

and their life in your hands. 

A friend of mine once said they hope my anger keeps me warm. 

May the fires of your wrath light your way.

Dear Carrie,
Lina Silvester
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pretty in pink (tax)
Bridget Porter
why is it okay for a man to call me a bitch in his song,

but when a girl is heartbroken she’s overdramatic

a man is allowed to react, but a woman can only overreact.

boys will be boys

but girls can never just be girls

you want my legs to be smooth and on display, 

but you charge me five dollars for a razor that barely gets the job 
done.

you don’t want to deal with me (ever)

when my body is purging itself of the life it couldn’t protect, 

but you don’t give me access to resources 

to make me more “bearable for your enjoyment”

i’m a prude for saying no and a whore for saying yes

i’m a baby killer or an idiot with no idea how to raise a child. 

i’m too much or never enough

how am i meant to win in these conditions?

you tell me not to be angry, 

but how can i not when you strip me of my rights to choose.

i break myself into pieces,

so i’m easier for you to swallow.

i should stop doing that. 

 

D is for Disaster 
Diane Velasco
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Istanbul 2020 #3
Anamaria Roa

i should let you choke,

on the person you’re scared of me becoming. 

i’m tired of being pretty and dainty and soft

i want to be handsome and strong and sharp

more lady macbeth, less ophelia

i’d rather be deadly than a damsel.
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Istanbul 2020 #4
Anamaria Roa

Tripped-Out Tangle
Diane Velasco
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A snake 

With a gaping mouth

Preparing to eat itself:

 Self-sustenance framed as 

 Suffering.

One’s own teeth

Making contact

With their skin:

 Suffering framed as

 Delicious glory.

The gravitational pull,

The         urge,

The haughty pain:

 Delicious glory framed as

 The only way; it is the body,

  Framed, as

  Disaster.

 

Untitled
Diane Velasco

Indovina
American Art
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 There was beauty everywhere, vastly shimmering beauty 
that hurt her eyes. The lolly pine, oak, and sweet-gum trees reached 
their gnarled branches toward her, tempting her into paradise. Even 
the dogwood tree with its graceful boughs and showy pink and 
white flowers belonged here—the official state tree of Virginia. She 
closed her eyes tight against them all and the blistering late August 
southern sun. She was always someone else here, someone lonely 
and scared and wrong. She desperately wanted to be right, like 
Rena. 

 As her dad, Mickey, shuttled the old blue Accord through 
campus, she again looked out the window—listening to her music 
goddess Sarah McLachlan sing “Adia,” on the radio—at the 
impatiens, petunias, and begonias lining the walkways, leading up 
to Connor Court. Connor Court was utilitarian and gray, its brick 
exterior doused with pewter paint. It never intended to compete 
with the neighboring tulips; blooming cotton candy pink, white, 
fire red azaleas; and grand Westover lake—the campus lake lined 
with cherry blossom trees, with its clean water, ducks, and geese, 
that was advertised in every Virginia University (VU) brochure—its 
arched bridge leading to a gazebo where, last year, Ginnifer almost 
dove into the lake with hopes of never resurfacing. But she felt too 
selfish to taint it like that. And the resident Great Blue Heron may 
have accidentally mistaken her for a floundering fish—although, 
realistically, she was too big for that to happen. Her mom had the 
right idea swallowing an entire bottle of Xanax instead.

 “Ginn, we are here!” said Mickey. 

 He found comfort in stating the obvious. She found comfort 
in staying at home with him in New Jersey; being so far away, 
leaving home, was the worst sort of amusement ride there was. 
Mickey loved rides; he didn’t understand why his daughter didn’t, 
and she didn’t have the heart, or courage, to tell him. When she 
was six he took her to a carnival and she got lost. The police officer 
asked her for his name. She said Daddy, over and over; however, 
there were too many “Daddys” at the carnival. It took two hours to 
find him. She started calling him Mickey after that—it was safer. 
She would never lose him again. Her mother also hated rides, but 
she figured out a way to stop riding them when Ginnifer was 12. 

Stefanie Shapiro | trigger warning for eating disorder

Ginnifer and Rena

Her
Paula Guzman
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Rena was the main reason Ginnifer stayed at VU; she could have 
transferred to a local college, closer to home, closer to Mickey, but 
she didn’t want to give up her best friend. Rena told Ginny she was 
the only person she wanted to watch Dirty Dancing with and stay 
up talking to all night long—that she knew Ginny was always in her 
corner. 

 “Roomie, roomie! Over here!” Rena called. “I missed you! 
It’s going to be such a good year. But, oh my god, did I tell you?  
I have Professor Bennett for Literature!  Please tell me you will 
help?” 

 She didn’t wait for an answer. She rushed to enclose 
Ginnifer in the warmest embrace—she held it for twenty seconds, 
enough time to allow the sunshine in her spirit to transfer to 
Ginnifer’s Vitamin D parched soul. 

 “Of course, I’ll help you. Bennett isn’t so bad actually,” 
Ginnifer said breathlessly through the strong squeeze.

 “Thank you! Oh Ginny, it’s so good to see you. You look 
beautiful,” Rena said. Ginnifer was rejuvenated. This was why she 
returned. 

                                               *  *  *  *  * 

 They were walking the Oz-like, azalea-lined path toward 
the dining hall, the D-hall as they called it. Rena was telling 
Ginnifer about a boy she liked, Duncan, and how he had given 
her a piece of paper to write on in her media, culture, and identity 
class; he didn’t just rip it out of his spiral-bound notebook but 
rather creased it along the perforated edge and gently pulled it free, 
straight and clean. 

 “Most other boys would just tear it out fast and hand it 
over with all those broken, annoying holes,” she said. “I hate that.”  
Ginnifer agreed. These were her favorite times with Rena.

 They went through the cafeteria line; Ginnifer got a stack 
of blueberry pancakes, a fruit cup, a bowl of corn flakes, a banana, 
and a glass of orange juice with pulp. Rena got a bowl of Special 
K cereal with skim milk. Her usual breakfast. They sat down, just 
the two of them, and Rena poured the milk into the cereal bowl 
and proceeded to mix, mix, mix—until the cereal was soggy, 
oversaturated, bloated with milk. Ginnifer’s stomach churned just 
looking at it. The process itself was such a chore. She suspected 
Rena would develop carpal tunnel syndrome any day now. She

 Ginnifer saw her as she exited the auto. Summer break had 
been kind to her, very kind. Rena was fitter, noticeably thinner. She 
wore her new glasses like she was a model for Swarovski, with the 
clear frames etched with crystals around the cat-eye corners. She 
liked to touch her glasses with her lean fingers, but only when she 
was nervous. She would caress them tenderly like they were an old 
dog that she wanted to assure was still well-loved. Then she’d make 
sure they were aligned on the bridge of her nose—halfway between 
the tip and the ends of the black eyelashes shielding her aquamarine 
eyes. Ginnifer could get lost in those eyes. Looking at her now, 
Ginnifer awkwardly adjusted her own worn, black frames. 

 Rena had rushed a sorority despite “not believing in them at 
all.”  But, as she explained to Ginnifer, “it was something to do that 
expanded my communication skills.”  She was a communications 
major. She had been invited to join Kappa Kappa Gamma, the most 
popular sorority on campus, filled with athletic, smart, beautiful 
girls. She fit right in. Ginnifer ended up joining Alpha Chi Omega, 
a reputable sorority with nice girls. Nice. She cringed. She always 
loathed that adjective—when someone said something was nice that 
really meant it was bland, ordinary, and entirely unmemorable.

 Rena was a wisp of a girl—tall, long-limbed, with calf 
muscles that resembled apostrophes and biceps that, while not 
rivaling Mt. Everest, were mountains on her otherwise skinny arms 
that would infuriate, or excite, any hiker—or, rather, any person 
with sight. Even the auburn ringlets that hung down on both sides 
of her head were lanky. When she rowed crew, she’d plait her hair 
into two matching braids, one on the left, one on the right, and 
she’d dye it with Kool-Aid, always green, the night before a big 
race. Ginnifer asked her once how she decided on that—why not a 
ponytail or pigtails or purple?  She said, “Because R is for Rena—
and rebel.” She smiled wide, then, acknowledging her smarty joke, 
her glasses sliding up a bit on that statuesque nose, almost making 
contact with those lush eyelashes and revealing her brilliant white 
teeth. Ginnifer smiled too. Rena had that intoxicating effect on 
people. Just like Ginnifer’s mom.

 They had met in a mandatory first-year seminar three years 
ago. The hall was large, the seating uncomfortable and sparse. 
Rena sidled up to Ginnifer, Excuse me, is this seat taken? Ginnifer 
appreciated her politeness and the way she smelled of lilacs and 
lavender. They bonded over conspiratorial whispers, covered 
laughter, and long hair. They were inseparable ever since. Rena was 
the only one to call her Ginny. Ginnifer is so formal and you are so 
. . . warm, she had said. So she renamed her Ginny just like that. 
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watched Rena take small, infrequent bites—in between those bites 
she would just mix and mix and mix. She would also adjust her 
glasses, stroking them, cleaning them. And she’d talk, she talked a 
lot, about boys and perfume and hemp tattoos; it shrunk the time—
like Shrinky Dinks, Ginnifer’s beloved childhood craft, the heated 
plastic shrinkles becoming thicker and smaller—and there was only 
a small amount of it left before they had to leave D-hall for class. 
Rena never finished her bowl of cereal. 

 Today marked day fourteen, back at school for two weeks, 
and two solid weeks of practically no eating for Rena. This was 
new; this wasn’t the Rena that Ginnifer knew junior year. Or 
the two years before. As each day piggybacked onto the next, 
Ginnifer kept hoping it was senior year jitters, that she was too 
busy to focus on food, too excited to worry about food, she kept 
hoping and excusing and ignoring because she wanted it to not be 
a problem. But now, Ginnifer knew this was wrong, a problem. It 
was disordered; Rena had a disorder. Rena couldn’t talk her way 
out of this—although, surprisingly, she didn’t try. Ginnifer’s world 
was being flipped, turned on its axis—she pushed her food aside. 
She put her sweaty hands on the brown cafeteria table to steady 
herself. She looked around and everything was moving in slow 
motion; she was sure she was traveling through some time warp, 
into an alternate reality. An alternate reality that revealed a chink in 
Rena’s porcelain veneer. Was that even possible?  She was on that 
damn Tilt-A-Whirl again with Mickey, being forced onto a nausea-
inducing spinning ride that he kept saying would be “so fun,” being 
forced to choose between herself and making someone else, a 
significant someone else, happy—it was a fool’s choice, a pyrrhic 
victory.

 Ginnifer didn’t know what to do; she didn’t know how 
to fix this, how to fix Rena. Not then. Her love for Rena was 
comforting, steady—and claustrophobic. It both reassured her and 
trapped her. But she would never make Rena feel like an outcast; 
she wouldn’t berate or judge her. She would join her, she would 
stand in solidarity with her, and she would be in her corner, always. 
I can stand to lose a few pounds anyway, she thought. She was 
too young and too naïve. She didn’t know it was a drug; she didn’t 
know she’d never be able to escape. She didn’t know that by being 
loyal to Rena, she was being disloyal to herself.

        *  *  *  *  *

 Ancient Professor Flick wore high belted pants and a blue 
button-down shirt with one-inch thick lenses that magnified his

beady gray eyes. She sat in the front row, as obsessive straight-A 
students do. I wonder if he actually sees me at all, Ginnifer thought. 
She ate her breakfast, an energy bar, as the social psychology class 
dragged on. Ginnifer made that energy bar last, picking small pieces 
from the sticky, thick bar, rolling each piece between her fingers, 
and then gingerly placing it in her mouth, letting it practically melt 
on her tongue before swallowing and repeating the process. She 
worried that when Professor Flick distractedly pushed his unkempt 
white hair off his forehead, the dandruff falling from it would dust 
her breakfast bar. I wonder how many calories are in that? she 
thought. For dinner, she sat in her room, usually alone as Rena was 
off sporting or socializing, and laboriously ate a small bag of Baked 
Lays and a Diet Coke. Lunch was easy to bypass. She took stool 
softeners and Miralax to shit. 

 Initially, she was constantly hungry and fatigued, but she 
learned some tricks: one, make each bite of food last twenty bites, 
and two, her mind was mightier than her stomach. Eventually, her 
self-disciplined deprivation wreaked enough havoc on her brain 
and body that the hunger evaporated as swiftly as Brigadoon, the 
mysterious Scottish village in her mom’s favorite musical. And she 
was left with only one gnawing sensation—emptiness.

                                                *  *  *  *  *

 “Hey, Ginny, I have an idea! Let’s go to Bunkey’s Blizzards 
and get some ice cream tonight. I haven’t eaten all day.”  Of course 
she hadn’t. Ginnifer was still perplexed at how easily Rena wore 
her food abhorrence like a badge of achievement.

 “Bunkey’s? You want to go eat blizzards at Bunkey’s?” 
Ginnifer asked. The dissonance hung heavy like a straitjacket over 
Ginnifer’s body.

 “Yes, silly. I just said that!” 

 “Umm, ok, sure. I love Bunkey’s and I haven’t been yet 
this year. I’ll get my Lactaid pills,” Ginnifer said.

 They drove there in Rena’s metallic red Volkswagen Beetle. 
The big headlights and the front grill bumper were a warm, smiling 
face, greeting the girls. Inside the ice cream store, Rena ordered 
a large mint chocolate chip blizzard with extra cookie dough. 
Ginnifer did the same. They drove back to their dorm room and 
sat down to eat the whipped confection. It was creamy, smooth, 
and sweet. Ginnifer felt a cold headache brewing but couldn’t stop 
eating it—she couldn’t remember how long ago breakfast had been. 
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She guzzled it down and then saw that Rena had barely touched 
hers. But eventually she did finish it all, down to the last piece of 
now extra-softened cookie dough.

 Ginnifer was writing a paper for Professor Flick’s class 
when she heard loud coughing—retching—coming from the 
bathroom. She froze, her Bic pen poised over the words in her 
wide-ruled notebook—she preferred to have enough space to write. 
College-ruled paper was too constricting, too exacting, too skinny. 
She knew what Rena was doing sequestered in the bathroom, with 
the door closed. Rena, much to Ginnifer’s dismay, usually left the 
bathroom door wide open; there are no secrets between us, she had 
said once. Ginnifer covered her ears.

 “What’s that look for, Ginny?” Rena said as she came out, 
the white of her eyes a blood-streaked canvas. Ginnifer stared at 
her.

 “Oh, Ginny, don’t think that. I’d never do that. Of course 
I wouldn’t do that!  It would ruin my beautiful teeth!”  Rena said 
convincingly. Ginnifer believed her then—it would ruin her teeth, 
she would never risk that. That made sense. Until sense became a 
tornado, capricious and destructive, and Ginnifer got swept up in its 
ruthless gusts. 

 “Hey Ginny,” she said. “Let’s make this our roomie ritual—
every Sunday night we go to Bunkey’s for dinner!”  Rena smiled, 
that intoxicating smile. That did sound like fun, well most of it at 
least. She did enjoy her ice cream and, since it was Rena approved, 
it gave her an opportunity to enjoy a forbidden treat. Temporarily.

 “Sure, Rena, that does sound like fun. We can do that,” she 
said. But, soon enough, she was tired and sick and hopeless—and it 
was only the beginning. 

 *  *  *  *  * 

 It turned out that Professor Flick had eagle eyes after all. 
She was walking out of class, on her way to meet Rena to play 
tennis. “Ms. Simon, a moment please,” he said. She stopped and 
looked at him—she didn’t have the energy to play tennis anyway.

 “Ms. Simon, I wanted to address something with you. I 
hope this isn’t too uncomfortable, but I have noticed that you have 
lost a substantial amount of weight this past month. Is everything 
OK?” he kindly asked.

 She looked down and observed some caked mud on her 
sneaker. She wondered how it got there. She was scared now. Is it 
that obvious?  

 She looked at him. Always maintain eye contact, she 
thought. “Sure, Professor. I appreciate your concern, but really I’m 
fine. I’m just juggling a lot of classes, staying up late studying, 
sometimes I forget to have dinner because I’m trying to catch up on 
lost sleep, but I’ll be careful to be more mindful from now on,” she 
said nervously and took a deep breath. 

 “I understand. There are a lot of stressors for someone your 
age; I can only imagine quite honestly. But I’ve also noticed your 
grades slipping and that is very unlike you. I’d like you to go see 
Mrs. Salierno at Student Health Services. She is a wonderful ally.”  
An ally? Ginnifer thought. 

 Mrs. Salierno, LCSW, was squat and solid. She sat behind 
a desk covered in papers holding a glass bowl filled with colorful 
hard candies. She offered one to Ginnifer who declined. She 
told her to call her Mrs. S, all the “kids” did. Ginnifer liked her 
immediately. After exchanging some pleasantries, she said, “Listen, 
Ginny. . . may I call you Ginny?” Ginnifer said, yes, she could. The 
disloyalty to Rena was already encroaching. She told Ginnifer that 
Professor Flick was concerned about her “well-being” and that, 
upon consultation with her other professors and some friends, and 
upon seeing her today, that now she was also concerned. Ginnifer 
wanted to know what friends had betrayed her; Rena had all the 
friends. Ginnifer had Rena. Ginnifer and Rena spent time together, 
just the two of them and when they were apart, Ginnifer mostly 
spent time alone while Rena frolicked with her crewmates and 
sorority sisters. Ginnifer used to do some of that—attend sorority 
events, fraternity parties, raves, late-night movies--but lately she 
couldn’t muster up the courage or the energy. It could not have been 
Rena who said anything. Did she talk to Rena?

 “Ginny, I know this is very uncomfortable and hard but you 
shouldn’t feel any shame,” she said. All she felt was shame. “You 
need help and that is why we are here. Professor Flick and everyone 
else, they care. I care. I want us to call your Dad now, together, so 
that we can let him know what’s been happening. Ok?” Ginnifer 
spent most of the conversation in tears, hiccupping through her 
words. She was glad Mickey was on the phone, and she didn’t have 
to look him in the eyes. When she was younger, he used to let her 
climb up his body, his little monkey he called her—she’d begin her 
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ascent stepping on his steel-toed boots, her pink velcro sneakers 
trekking their way up his Levi’s, climbing higher and higher until 
she was standing on his shoulders, her tiny hands interlaced with 
his callused ones balancing her—looking out at the unblemished 
world—unafraid. Courageous then. He would say, Look at you—
flying so high! My flying angel. She would laugh and laugh and 
never want to come down. And now she had fallen so far, so fast; 
she was so lost. She couldn’t be his savior anymore. And, Rena 
couldn’t be hers. But sitting in Mrs. S’s office, she thought, Maybe, 
just maybe, I’ve finally been found.

*  *  *  *  * 

 Mickey arrived at 8 am Saturday morning to pick her up. 
Overall, she had good grades and was poised to graduate magna 
cum laude; she threw the accolades in the trash along with her 
chipped VU mug. Mickey helped her load her belongings into the 
blue Accord for the last time. She was leaving VU for good—three 
and half months before graduation. She left 25 pounds of herself 
behind as a parting gift. She had already said goodbye to Rena; it 
was quick and casual, complete with one of Rena’s stellar hugs. 
Rena thought they would see each other again soon. There is a rare 
internship opportunity, Professor Flick arranged it, I’ll get credits 
for it and experience and it will, most likely, lead to a full-time job, 
she had said. It was a believable lie. Rena was ecstatic for her. 

 Mrs. Salierno had asked if she had any roommate troubles, 
“sometimes conflict with friends in close quarters, especially, can 
be anxiety-provoking.”  Ginnifer had said no, that Rena was great. 
She wondered: how come no one was concerned about Rena?  Why 
wasn’t Rena discovered too?  She had thought about telling Mrs. 
Salierno the truth—partly for Rena’s sake but, mostly, because 
then they would be bound together again—but her loyalty to Rena 
remained paramount and, besides, Rena seemed to be handling 
this all with much more aplomb than Ginnifer. Rena excelled in 
starvation like she excelled in crew, sports, and friendship—she 
was undefeated, unrivaled. She knew the right clothes to wear to 
conceal her weight loss; she still made it out on the water every 
morning at 5 am to row crew; she socialized only when there was 
no food involved or said she had just eaten or she had an upcoming 
medical procedure that required her to fast or she was going to eat 
later or she was allergic or she was lactose intolerant or she didn’t 
eat anything with a face; and she used only their bathroom to purge. 
She was clandestine and functional and seemingly happy still. 

Ginnifer hadn’t taken her master class.

 She climbed into the car, turned up the radio, and let 
Mickey drive. She gazed at the cherry blossoms lining the lake, 
taunting her, beckoning her—the way the speed of the car turned 
them into a long white tunnel of softness. She wanted to climb into 
that protective cotton bath of blissful salvation. Instead, she closed 
her eyes against all the beauty. 

 They drove straight to Missouri, where she spent the rest of 
her senior year at a Mrs. Salierno-recommended treatment facility 
for women with eating disorders—anorexia, bulimia, and a few 
others she didn’t even know she had. There were no cherry blossom 
trees. She walked in carrying one lone red suitcase—three-quarters 
of her wardrobe no longer fit her. It hung limply from her bony 
hand; a hollow had formed between the thumb and index finger 
where her flesh used to be. She put down her suitcase, slowly raised 
her hand, and waved goodbye to Mickey. 

*  *  *  *  *

 There was no panacea to wash away the insidious 
obsession, the addiction. Twenty-five years later, a successful 
psychologist, and she still woke up each morning--usually with her 
love, Nate, next to her—affirming that today she would survive, 
today she would approach normalcy. Today she would eat. Every 
day was a battle, against the depression, the anorexia, the bulimia—
but she was winning, she was eating, she was helping others. And 
she was loved. Her constant thoughts about food were background 
noise now, a mere buzz, a hummingbird flying around her ear--they 
ceased to be the heavy metal rock band playing center stage at all 
hours in her mind. 

 Then last night, she had a dream about Rena—a silly, 
back in college, getting ready for some frat party dream. Rena 
was glamorous as always, but so was Ginnifer this time—they 
were dancing and singing along to Sarah McLachlan’s “Sweet 
Surrender” while applying mascara and lipstick. Ginnifer was 
wearing a slinky black dress, high-heeled boots, and no glasses--her 
body gracefully flowing to the music. It would become a keepsake 
memory, one she would always cherish. So when she got out of 
bed that morning, Ginnifer decided to look Rena up, she wanted to 
know what became of her; they had lost touch after senior year—
her treatment, her recovery, put an unspoken wedge between them, 
Ginny knew—she understood. But it was easy to blame the fracture 
on Rena when the truth was that Ginnifer couldn’t do it, she
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couldn’t risk a relationship with her after how far she’d come. One 
meal with Rena and Ginnifer felt sure she’d be back in Missouri. 
She had intentionally closed the door on Rena but now, with this 
dream and with twenty-five years passed, she felt ready to open it 
again. She hadn’t dreamed about Rena in years.

 She brewed some rooibos tea, sat in the rocking chair near 
the fireplace, and opened her MacBook. She didn’t have to search 
long—Rena had become a Vice President at some high-powered 
public relations firm in NYC. Good for her, Ginnifer thought. Then, 
a few minutes later, she found an obituary. Rena Tallon was dead, 
at 43. Ginnifer felt her stomach heave, dizzy and nauseous—she 
was riding the waves of a tumultuous and angry ocean, gasping for 
breath at each salt-filled slap. Dead. At 43. Wasn’t that supposed 
to have been me? she thought. But it wasn’t. The guilt, lying in 
wait, leveled her like a sandcastle at high tide. She should have 
confronted Rena, told her she desperately needed help, begged her 
to go to Missouri with her. She should have told Mrs. Salierno the 
truth. But the dark truth was that Rena didn’t want to be discovered; 
she didn’t want to be saved. Just like Ginnifer’s mother.

 Rena died earlier this year from a heart attack. She was 
survived by her parents, an aunt and uncle, and some cousins. No 
child, no children. No husband. Although she had been married 
and divorced, twice. Pictures of her from recent years showed 
a different woman than Ginnifer remembered—her sparkling 
smile now filled with porcelain-crowned imposters and sadness 
swimming behind the aquamarine eyes tinged with wrinkles. And 
her thinness. The striking bones that stood up and laughed behind 
her sagging skin, relentlessly struggling to escape their prison. 
Ginnifer knew why she had a heart attack. And why she never had 
children. 

*  *  *  *  *

 Ginnifer slept fitfully that night, but the morning light 
washed her clean. Just like every day since her stay in Missouri, 
she made the choice again today—to live. And so she raised herself 
from bed, showered, ate breakfast, and went to run her errands. She 
arrived home later and dropped the bags of groceries on the kitchen 
floor; she put the wine in the fridge to chill. She was going to cook 
a birthday dinner for Nate tonight. She went to prepare herself some 
lunch--a large bowl of Special K cereal with unsweetened almond 
milk that she had just bought, a veganized version of Rena’s daily 
college meal. She sat down at the table Mickey had built for her 
mother—recently bequeathed to her upon his death—and caressed 

the deep etchings in the worn dark wood that reminded her of her 
own crevasses, both on her almost-loved body and in her spirit. She 
let the cereal congeal while she continued reading up on Rena.

 

 After fifteen minutes, it was ready. The crunch was 
gone; the hard flakes had become distended, full of milk. She ate 
deliberately; it was full and light, like eating solid air. An anorexic’s 
nirvana. Now, she understood the appeal. When she was done, she 
went to put her bowl in the sink and then stopped. She wasn’t done. 
She was still hungry. She poured herself another bowl, and then 
another, and—in Rena’s honor—she ate until she was truly full.
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Dualism & Duplicity
Sudenaz Yilmaz

Medusa
Sudenaz Yilmaz
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Sea Glass
Jamie Barbian

Everything is great in moderation.Everything is great in moderation.

A warm bath is wonderful for relaxation until you can’t keep your A warm bath is wonderful for relaxation until you can’t keep your 
head above water anymore. Whatever they use in those glittery bath head above water anymore. Whatever they use in those glittery bath 

bombs is burning your eyes and you’ve never felt less relaxed.bombs is burning your eyes and you’ve never felt less relaxed.

When do the nightmares overpower the dreams?When do the nightmares overpower the dreams?

When do you start saying that the nightmares are okay because at When do you start saying that the nightmares are okay because at 
least you’releast you’re

dreaming?dreaming?

That it’s okay to have broken glass because at some point you had That it’s okay to have broken glass because at some point you had 
something to holdsomething to hold

your apple juice.your apple juice.

Or was it whiskey?Or was it whiskey?

I can’t remember anymore... they both go to the same place and I I can’t remember anymore... they both go to the same place and I 
can’t really taste a difference. I can’t taste anything. They’re both can’t really taste a difference. I can’t taste anything. They’re both 

the same color and I’m already drunk on the same color and I’m already drunk on 

lukewarm water and soap suds and, well, at least I’m putting in lukewarm water and soap suds and, well, at least I’m putting in 
calories.calories.

The problem with moderation, is that it begs to be tested; to be The problem with moderation, is that it begs to be tested; to be 
pushed.pushed.

Pressure applied until the sea levels rise and the coal forms a cruel Pressure applied until the sea levels rise and the coal forms a cruel 
diamond.diamond.

Until the consequences hit like a wave and you find yourself sittingUntil the consequences hit like a wave and you find yourself sitting

on the floor, on the floor, 

drenched in shards of glass.drenched in shards of glass.

Sharp glass, freshly broken.Sharp glass, freshly broken.

Edges gleaming under the buzzing, white fluorescents.Edges gleaming under the buzzing, white fluorescents.

It hasn’t had time to roll in the tide, smoothing out the edges into It hasn’t had time to roll in the tide, smoothing out the edges into 
sea glass.sea glass.

This isn’t sea glass.This isn’t sea glass.

This is see-through.This is see-through.

See what you’ve done to me, and what I’ve done to myself.See what you’ve done to me, and what I’ve done to myself.

Bask in the sun and lie on the sand - on the fossils of those who Bask in the sun and lie on the sand - on the fossils of those who 
came before you.came before you.

Those whose consequences caught up to them one too many times.Those whose consequences caught up to them one too many times.

Who are still coughing up bathwater, trying to distinguish between Who are still coughing up bathwater, trying to distinguish between 
apple juice andapple juice and

whiskey, and picking shards of glass out of their hair.whiskey, and picking shards of glass out of their hair.

Those who ran full force at moderation and fell off the edge, who Those who ran full force at moderation and fell off the edge, who 
succumbed to the turning of the tide until they joined the sand, succumbed to the turning of the tide until they joined the sand, 

matte and smooth, and having finallymatte and smooth, and having finally

conquered the sea.conquered the sea.
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Rule #2: Go to the gym before eating a meal, if possible. This will 
make it easier to burn fat.

Class again. Requirement. Pay attention anyway. Sixth class with 
Dr. Lee Jesus Christ. I can’t wait to graduate. Nicomachean Ethics. 
Participate. Hunger is gnawing. Commons after class? No, that 
would break Rule #2. Decide two and a half hour classes once a 
week are better than hour and fifteen-minute classes twice a week. 
Trade glances with my friend who also hates Nicomachean Ethics. 
Smirk under my mask when Dr. Lee goes off lecture to give us 
platitudinal and banal life lessons. Appreciate the effort. Class is 
over.

Friends are already at Commons. But I go to the gym. Wish I 
was in shape like I was two years ago. Who thought six-foot-tall 
mirrors on every wall was a good idea? Good for form but not for 
focus. 360° mirrors are exhausting. Think someone is staring at 
me in the reflection while I bench press. Realize they are checking 
themselves out. Remember that no one gives a shit about anyone 
but themselves at the gym. Feel a strange relief. Think it’s weird 
that people nonchalantly take their shirts off to work out. Jesus 
Christ, have some self-awareness. Caffeine helps with focus. More 
water. More coffee. More water. Little sips. Press press press. Feel 
my chest degrade into shaking putty. Wish I was in shape like I was 
two years ago. People file out. Look around to make sure no one’s 
watching. Take off my shirt and look in the mirror to see that only 
slight progress has been made. Wish I was in shape like I was two 
years ago.

5:57pm. Sluggishly walk to dinner. Fill the plate with chicken and 
rice. Feel guilty that I quit vegetarianism. Mentally shrug. Watch 
myself betray old values I swore to uphold. Feels like molting. 
Think about my old chickens back home. Try to rationalize eating 
chicken. Realize I’m bullshitting myself. Sorry chickens. Truly. My 
ex would’ve been livid if we were still dating. Vegetarianism was 
our thing. Though we went crazy for salmon. We were pescatarians 
really. But pescatarian is too annoying a label so we stuck with 
vegetarian. Think about my ex more. Feel a little bit more 
incomplete. 

Rule #3: Wait to take Lexapro until after dinner. This will help 
minimize fatigue.

Find our table. The one we claimed. Laugh so hard I spit chicken 
out of my mouth. Shove more chicken back in. Mindful of the time.

Rule #1: Don’t eat until six hours after waking. It’s not fasting. It’s 
intermediate fasting, according to YouTube. 

Coffee keeps my appetite extinguished. But it yellows teeth, 
according to 1am rabbit holes. So I carry a water bottle. Gotta 
take a sip of water for every sip of coffee to keep the yellow at 
bay. Can’t take too big a caffeine swig too fast, or else that’ll 
make it hard to think. Recall hearing that certain pesticides are the 
equivalent of 10 cups of coffee for bees. They lose their way home 
they’re so lightheaded. Food would quell the buzz, but that would 
break Rule #1. Gotta be sharp for class. So only little sips. More 
sips of water means more trips to the water fountain for refills. 
That’s annoying. Ask for a 64 oz water bottle the size of my skull 
for my birthday. That should do the trick. No more annoying trips 
to the water fountain. 

10:25am class in twenty minutes. Six hours from the time I woke 
up should put my first meal around 4pm. But everyone meets for 
dinner at around 5:30pm-ish. Can I make it? Will have to see. 
Stomach usually groans around 12pm. An out-of-season green 
apple will suffice in that eternal meantime. Grab one from the 
mini-fridge and stuff it in my pocket. Sugar. Teeth. Can’t let it sit 
on my teeth. Keep a toothbrush and tube of toothpaste in my other 
pocket just in case I eat the apple on the way over and wanna brush 
during class. Don’t. Class is over. Sit down to devour the green 
apple. Library or Hoyt? Can’t decide. Library helps with focus and 
is closer. But Hoyt’s bathroom is a natural place to brush. Want to 
avoid awkward glances in the library bathroom.

Speed-walk back to Hoyt. More coffee. More water. Little sips. 
Dirty dorm. Colgate. Relief. Flip open my computer and read 
read read. Mao’s Cultural Revolution. Regression analysis. 
Nicomachean Ethics for the thousandth time. Jesus Christ I hate 
Nicomachean Ethics. So sick of Aristotle. So sick of philosophy for 
that matter. Bullshit a response. That should do the trick. Sorry Dr. 
Lee. Truly. 2pm. Browse Reddit. Refresh the same page ten minutes 
later. I hate how addicted I am to my phone. Need to focus. Throw 
my phone on the bed behind me. Google docs. Caffeine helps with 
focus. More water. More coffee. More water. Little sips. 

A Slow and Quick Fix
Graham Munro-Ludders | trigger warning for anxiety
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Gotta get ahead with the reading before it swallows me whole. 
Can’t control my eating. Get a second plate. Convince myself to 
grab an ice cream cone because everyone else already has. It’s so 
fucking good. Sugar. Teeth. Gotta brush right after dinner. Steal 
four apples for the mini-fridge and put them in my coat pocket. 
Rationalize. Tuition dollars pay for these. Right? Refill 64 oz water 
bottle. Walk back to Hoyt. Mouthwash. Floss. Brush. Loosely in 
that order. Google docs. 11pm. Lexapro. Melatonin. Can’t fall 
asleep without it. Twenty milligrams of Lexapro. Ten milligrams of 
melatonin. Both should do the trick.

Castiel
Kyra Mann
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i am afloat

in mauve skies

wandering upon a cloud

but not lonely am i

comforted by the soft quilt of desire

my mattress, she soars

she flies

gently, through mauve skies

while winter is born again

just outside

my window

i soak into this very quilt

my emotions tender and built like snow

falling desperately

hungrily from my cloud

dusting the ground

i let you go

i am but a presence

sinking into the cotton below

i have no room to yearn

no nook for sorrow

soft is the pillow, tired is the cheek
Serena Mancuso

just my sleep who is soft and sound

and my pillow who whispers:

i let you go

Winter Days
Genesis Perez
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The hill overlooked the water and the wind whispered through 
the fields, the golden wheat swayed back and forth. She stood 
overlooking the river. I saw her there in all her ethereal beauty, her 
golden hair drifting through the air, her willowy white dress doing 
the same. Her feet were bare and just looking at her I could feel the 
grass under my heels. I could see her eyes were a pale blue as she 
looked at me from atop her hill with a smile that contained a hint of 
wistful sadness. 

 She looked at me and I looked at her. 

 She looked at me and I looked at her. 

The sun shined on the fields. The wheat glistened. The cold heat 
overtook me as our eyes locked and she smiled at me. The sky 
changed colors, the sun turned grey. I became lost in the world of 
her glittering eyes. Fire lit the fields, blazing in the cold breeze. I 
heard a distant hum, a song long forgotten.

 She looked at me and I looked at her. 

 She looked at me and I looked at her..

I frantically gathered flowers. The most ugly, thin, beautiful, dead 
flowers I could find. My sister taught me to make a crown out 
of flowers. She was wearing one when she disappeared into the 
cold breeze, into the gutter of the future, and the past of the grey 
memory. 

 The air was cold, the fire was cold.

 I am burning.

The misty tower overlooked us. Covered in moss and forgotten 
bones. Stones unturned and unused. A maiden’s song rang out 
from the top, but I couldn’t hear it. I made my crown of flowers 
frantically as the woman turned towards the river and hummed 
along to the song of the lost witch of the tower. The tune invaded 
my mind, running through my head, running through my bones. A 
bird’s angelic corpse dropped in front of me and croaked out words 
I couldn’t understand. 

Lost in the Meadow

Untitled 18x16
Rachel Kim

Dean Graham
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 It was all complete.

 Beauty is in her pale blue eyes. 

The sky is violet. Dark and shadowy, the world is not as I know 
it. Everything is distorted, phantasmagoric, fading. Deliriousness 
or reality I cannot say, but it doesn’t seem to go away. My crown 
created from flowers was finished. My sister is long dead. The 
woman on the hill turned away from the river and looked at me. 

 She looked at me and I looked at her.

 She looked at me and I looked at her. 

She stared at me piercingly, expectantly. She knows she knows, the 
lady of the lake, the lady of the river she knows. I walk towards her, 
shaking. My skin crawls with her beauty. I yearn for her gaze and 
she delivers it to me. I walk towards her and she closes her eyes. 

 She is waiting.

 She is waiting for me.

I place the crown on her head. She opens her eyes and smiles. The 
wistfulness is gone in her smile. She embraces me. The fire burns 
behind me in the glistening golden wheat fields, under the great 
grey sun. The river water sings, spirits swing, the blues and greens 
mix and become the early shades of setting twilight. The birds 
screech above us, their feathers dark, their eyes beady, their mouths 
expectant, the damned carnivores are always expecting. 

 What would you say about that?

 What kind of thing would you say about nothing? 

She traces her signs into my back, her fingers soft, untouched. She 
kisses my neck as the birds screech. I am immobile. Disappearing. 
I cannot feel the cold breeze of the air. I am fading. She whispers 
into my ear, “Ophelia, Ophelia drifting down the stream, nothing is 
forever, all is but a dream.” The sky is white and the moon is black. 
All is enveloped by dark nothingness. All I feel is her embrace. The 
truth of all things reaches my mind as the spirits scream and cackle. 
The dead witch cries out of love long lost. The flowers on her head 
are soft.

 What exactly is a dream?

 What exactly is a dream?

The meadow pulses behind me. The fires swirl and dance as the 
birds screech and their distant bodies in the sky fall to the ground 
and cease. Rotting until nothingness, their bones becoming one with 
the soil, sustenance for the all-encompassing moss that surrounds 
the bleak tower. I tremble, but she embraces me softly. I cannot see 
her eyes. 

 I cannot see her eyes. 

 I cannot see her pale blue eyes. 

She releases me from her arms, before taking my hand. We begin 
to walk. The fire dances with the spirits, calling to walk with us. 
We walk through the grass, we walk through the glistening golden 
wheat, we walk, and walk and walk as all shifts behind us, the sky 
contorted, the ground shifting and shaking, the same as I. She leads 
me through the fields, through the meadows, towards the end of 
time and shows me the beauty of all. 

 I can see it in her eyes. 

 I can see it in her pale blue eyes. 

We walk and walk and walk backgrounds fading behind us. The 
nothingness that lies behind it is the only constant. We come to an 
old wooden door, a long time unopened. She gestures to me, as I 
take the handle into my hand, I am shaking, shivering. 

 Where is Yesterday?

 Where is Yesterday? 

She takes my hand, whispers in my ear, but says nothing. We open 
the door together. The white light is blinding. I can’t contain my 
screams. The birds falling flash into my mind. My sister’s smiling 
face flashes into my mind. The white light flashes. She just smiles. 

 We walk through together.

 We walk through together. 

We walk into the meadow. All is old, all is new. The grass is
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green, the sky is blue. The hill overlooked the water and the wind 
whispered through the fields, the golden wheat swayed back and 
forth. I fall to my knees, shaking. She sits down under the great old 
tree and takes me into her arms, laying my head onto her lap, onto 
her willowy dress. She strokes my hair as the river rushes by the 
hill, as I cry. 

 She sings a lullaby long forgotten.

 She sings a lullaby long forgotten as I drift away.

 Beauty is in her pale blue eyes.

 Beauty is in her pale blue eyes.

Looking Out
Diane Velasco
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Someone at the next table says in an obnoxious voice that dating an 
Asian girl must be like living inside a foreign film, cause they’re so 
pretty and exotic, with those almond eyes and glossy black hair. His 
companion says it shouldn’t be too hard to snag one, since Asian 
guys are as unattractive and weak looking as the girls are exotic. 
Imagine being so unattractive that you can’t even attract your own 
race, the first one says, before they both break into peals of laughter 
that catch the attention of other patrons.

You keep your eyes glued to the food in front of you, no matter how 
curious you are, because you know if you look in their direction, 
seeing them side-eyeing you and making suggestive faces will only 
confirm who they are talking about. And you keep your head down 
because if you lift it, you will only see the anger, the sadness, the 
embarrassment, in your boyfriend’s almond eyes.

Lunch at the Diner
Grace Song

Breathe Me Out
Sudenaz Yilmaz
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2016 was the year I learned that antisemitism still existed

 I thought it had gone extinct long ago

Nazis were something I read about in history class

My own Judaism was something 

 That I wore like a character quirk

My friends celebrated boring, overplayed Christmas

 I celebrated Hannukah

My own tiny slice of exoticism

 A reason to stick out in a sea of identically white faces

That made up my WASPy highschool 

This sense of uniqueness was enjoyable in the abstract

 Not so much in its physical manifestation

My thick brown hair against my ghostly white skin

 Felt like an atrocity against my persistent razor

My messy curls needed to be straightened.

I was the before girl in a makeover movie

 The awkward, bad with girls, butt of the joke

Too young and sheltered to understand the reason

Emily Solomon
Jew-ish  Why these traits were the ones I hated most

I didn’t go to Temple
 I never read the Torah
I didn’t speak Hebrew or Yiddish
 I often skipped the “boring” Holidays
But I ate potato latkes and matzah ball soup
 And that was enough for me
Jew-ish

It took leaving my WASPy, white liberal bubble
 To learn how little the world liked differences
A knowledge which only strengthened my bond
 With the things that made me different

I love my dark hair
 Even the part on my body
Now allowed the same freedom to grow
 That I’ve given myself

My curls are a force of e n e r g y
 On an otherwise lifeless day

I’m even okay with my pale skin
 Even if it shows every blemish
It’s part of what makes me me
 And that’s beautiful enough

I’m learning to embrace a culture
 I know almost nothing about

I’m still content with my latkes
 And my matzah ball soup
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But I hope my ancestors are proud enough

 Of the work that I’ve done to honor them

For making my existence possible

Fear now lives in the back of my head

 Pushed back by the whiteness of my skin

Hiding me from the heat of hatred 

 From people who only see me as

Someone who doesn’t go to Temple

 Not someone who could

But with that fear comes pride

 Pride and protectiveness

Of an identity that belongs to me

 Practicing or not

I’m unabashedly

 Unashamedly

Jewish

Stick Figures
Genesis Perez
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My mind always goes to an existential place when I am at the 
beach. At the border between one world and another. I take a breath, 
but the salty air can’t fill the deepest parts of my lungs. It’s like a 
longing for a place in time I can never reach. So close yet so far; the 
wind in my face reaching out to me but not ever touching.

I stand on millions of grains of sand, each carved by the pummeling 
of waves over thousands of years. The beach holds time. As I sit 
down and sift my hands through the sunbaked sand, I feel as if I 
could travel back in time to when my Taino ancestors lived on these 
beaches. Living in peace, fishing out of their canoas, planting yuca 
in their conucos, sleeping on hamacas, and making clay pots which 
my own hands have at times found buried deep in the ground. They 
would watch the skies for the juracan and cook on barbacoas. I 
hold on to these words as I hold onto the grains of sand. These 
words are the only thing I have left of them. Even my DNA betrays 
me. Only 1-2 percent according to ancestry.com, maybe even less. I 
often wonder if I can even claim their heritage as my own.

I look at the waves that stretch into the horizon, meeting the 
stark blue sky. With them, they carry whatever stray object was 
unfortunate enough to fall into their hungry mouths. I pick up a 
coconut tossed upon the shore in between black jagged rocks and 
speckled seashells. As I stare at the hard yellow shell and gently 
shake it, I wonder where it came from. Maybe Puerto Rico, or 
Boriken, the island’s Taino name? I step over bamboo sticks tied up 
with sargasso. That sargasso might have floated in from the coast 
of Venezuela. The Tainos were originally Arawak people from 
the Venezuelan coast. They followed the currents to new islands, 
eventually landing on Hispaniola. The Taino word for the island is 
debated. Some say it was Ayiti; others say it was Quisqueya. I just 
want to call it home. 

Dropping the coconut, I jump onto a large log of driftwood, white 
as a bone, petrified by the salt and sun. This tree looks like it was 
in the water long enough to have traveled all the way from Africa. 
Dragged from its home. Uprooted. My drenched dark brown curls 
that stick to my tanning shoulders are a testament to those who 
survived the voyage. For whatever reason, we don’t talk much 
about how they got here. I think we like to think of our African 

Genesis Perez
At the Beach

Istanbul 2020 #6
Anamaria Roa
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ancestors as being indigenous to the island to feel more connected 
to this land. Or maybe it’s to avoid thinking about the trauma they 
bore on those flimsy boats, tossed between the waves. 

I don’t even have any specific words from my African ancestors 
to hold on to. I don’t have any specific tribes I can learn about. I 
just have the beats of the music that plays in every colmado on 
the block: Merengue, Regueton, Bachata, Dembow. The food 
too I guess. I’ve heard that ñame is from Africa, the yam that my 
grandmother on my father’s side loved to include in every meal. My 
grandmother on my mother’s side likes to make me mangu, which, 
like her mother’s mother’s mother’s mother (to some unknown 
generation), can be traced back to somewhere in the Congo region. 
I can smell the sancocho my mom is making on the makeshift fire 
pit a few yards away. She calls me, saying it’s almost done.

I dodge green pieces of sharp broken glass, probably left by some 
drunken tourist. Maybe from Spain? Español Castellano. I only 
feel truly Dominican when I speak Spanish. Like a glass bottle, it 
holds so much of my identity, but it has also cut so much of it out. 
As a bastardization of Latin mixed with the Iberian languages, a 
spattering of Arabic, and the added Dominican pronunciation, the 
language marries conflicting and coexisting levels of colonization 
and resistance within it. I close my eyes and breathe in the salty air. 
My Spanish ancestors gave me what I inherited the most: culturally 
and genetically. The architecture of the home I live in; la bandera 
or maybe un moro con carne, (the rice, beans, and side of meat that 
I eat almost every day); and my last names which both end in Z’s. 
Some might want to drown this part of themselves in an attempt to 
recover their other identities, but I can’t pull any more loose boards. 
I have lost so much of my identity already; I choose to not lose 
anymore. I will find the lost pieces of my identity and build on top 
of the makeshift raft that I have. I will not deny any part of who I 
am.

I step into the ocean. Back and forth, the waves cross over my feet, 
reaching out to drag me in deeper. As the currents pull, I feel like I 
can travel through time and reach deep, past the last five hundred 
years, all the way back to meet the people who existed long before 
those traumatic encounters on beaches like this one. I could stand 
here for years and nothing would change but the lapping of the 
waves. The ocean is beautifully timeless. But as I look out to the 
dipping sun that turns day to night, making its way towards the 
great sheet of deep blue, I realize: I am who I am because five 
hundred years ago, the ocean allowed three worlds to collide.

Sunset Silhouette 
Genesis Perez
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1

(a) Recycling bins found outside of H&M, (b) Coupon given after recycling a garment, (c) 
H&M Conscious Collection tag

 I was back at it again scrolling unconsciously through 
the dozens of series available on Netflix. Maybe I’ll check out a 
comedy. I need a good laugh, I thought to myself. After all, we 
were in the height of a global pandemic, quarantined away and 
looking for a random distraction. After browsing for what seemed 
like an eternity, I came across the “Patriot Act,” a comedy hosted 
by Hasan Minhaj. I chose a random episode, desperate to pass the 
time. “If you love H&M and Zara, I’m sorry—you’re going to hate 
this episode,” warned Minhaj. As a fashion enthusiast and frequent 
shopper at both franchises, I was not expecting to hear those words, 
especially not from a comedic standpoint. My full attention shifted, 
and I was eager to learn more. 

 In a snappy thirty-minute episode, Minhaj laid out some 
sobering numbers and statistics from reports claiming that in 2015, 
greenhouse gasses from textile production were more than the 
emissions of all flights and maritime shipping combined. “The 
clothes in your suitcases are screwing up the planet more than the 
flight you put them on,” Minhaj explained, before touching on the

1 Shen, Bin. [Image] Sustainable Fashion Supply Chain: Lessons from H&M. Sustainability, 11 
Sep. 2014,  https://doi.org/10.3390/su6096236 Accessed 25 Nov. 2021.

Bear in Pond
Kyra Mann

Greenwashing in Fast Fashion: The 
Real Cost
Laila Serraj
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democratization of fashion comes at a costly price.

 A report titled Synthetics Anonymous by the Changing 
Markets Foundation has exposed the ubiquity of plastic fabrics 
used in garments while evaluating the environmental degradation 
they cause and the greenwashed marketing deployed to sell them. 
Plastic fashion remains unabated and unregulated, which is highly 
problematic since the production of synthetic fibers seen in over 
two-thirds of garments from spring/summer collections currently 
accounts for 1.35% of global oil consumption.31A vast majority of 
fast-fashion hubs such as and not limited to H&M, Zara, Forever 
21, and Fashion Nova heavily rely on materials such as polyester, 
nylon, viscose, and PVC which are estimated to represent 73% of 
total fiber production.42These materials require intensive chemical 
processes for their creation and profuse shedding of microfibers 
throughout the garment’s life cycle that have been located in the 
Atlantic ocean and samples of precipitation.53Rob Nixon further 
explains this critical point in his essay The Anthropocene: The 
Promise and Pitfalls of an Epochal Idea when he writes “We have 
created unprecedented atomic isotopes and fossilized plastics.”64

  About 33% of the viscose in clothes comes from ancient 
or threatened forests and as much as 70% of the harvested wood 
is dumped or incarcerated with 30% utilized in garments.75This 
process is incredibly wasteful. The excessively fervent labeling and 
marketing of pollutive materials as “better” for the environment 
or more “sustainable” misleads customers. For instance, many of 
the dresses and jackets at H&M were marketed as “green” due to 
their recycled synthetic properties when, in reality, the garments 
contained recycled polyester (rPET) that is promoted as a viable 
circular solution for plastic.86 In Exposed: Environmental Politics 
and Pleasures in Post human Times, Stacy Alaimo explains how 
plastic is not biodegradable and how its particles enter the food 
chain, intoxicating all organisms.97She explains the “power
3 “Synthetics Anonymous.” Fashion brands’ addiction to fossil fuels, Changing Markets Foun-
dation, Jun. 2021. Accessed 20 Nov. 2021. 
4  Ibid.
5 Brahney, Janice et al. “Plastic rain protected areas of the United States.” Science, 12 Jun. 
2020, doi: 10.1126/science.aaz5819.
6 Nixon, Rob. Anthropocene Promise and Pitfalls, Future Remains, 2018, pp. 1
7  “Synthetics Anonymous.” Fashion brands’ addiction to fossil fuels, Changing Markets 
Foundation, Jun. 2021. Accessed 20 Nov. 2021.
8 Ibid. 
9 Alaimo, Stacy. Exposed: Environmental Politics and Pleasures in Post human Times, 2016, pp. 134

greenwashing tactics fast fashion companies employ to make it 
seem that they are more environmentally conscious than they 
are, and examines the materials and fabrics used by these popular 
brands to sustain their weekly merchandise drops. 

 Towards the end of the episode, I was shocked to learn 
about the harm caused by fast fashion and the deceiving marketing 
tactics utilized. I felt betrayed after believing I was contributing 
to the health of the environment by purchasing “eco-friendly” 
products. I set out to investigate the sad reality of greenwashing 
by heading out to H&M, a popular fast-fashion hub. I love H&M 
more than I hate it. I am not supposed to. However, we can learn 
more about nature, environmental justice, and how to become 
informed activists there than at any national park or reserve. By 
understanding the sources and fabrication processes behind the 
garments we wear, we can make simple but drastic changes that 
positively promote environmentalism. Preservation of nature is 
critical nevertheless; undoing the damage done is the key to facing 
our global environmental crisis. 

 Fast forward several months later to July, stores finally 
began to reopen. I was determined to become a better-informed 
consumer and reveal the ugly truth behind fast fashion. I arrived 
at the Cherry Hill Mall and darted towards H&M. I kindly asked a 
sales representative where I could shop for the latest “sustainable” 
fashion. She directed me towards several racks of clothing. I 
walked up and down examining the tags attached to the various 
articles. “Eco-friendly,” “green,” “ethical,” and “conscious” 
were frequently used to describe the garments. What is all of the 
commotion about greenwashing for? What do these words even 
mean? I thought to myself. 

 I quickly reached into my back pocket to retrieve my cell 
phone and swiftly conducted a Google search. I opened the first 
link to pop up and discovered that eco-friendly products have been 
designed to do the least possible damage to the environment while 
green generally refers to being kind to the Earth by reducing the 
carbon footprint left behind. Ethical means avoiding activities or 
organizations that harm people or the environment.21I came to the 
prompt realization that fast fashion does the complete opposite. 
This marketing is a tactic to draw customers like you and me in as 
it lacks transparency and makes us feel good at the moment. Fast 
fashion hubs use ambiguity to sell us the feeling of responsibility 
similar to how businesses discuss the idea of synergy. The
2 Cambridge Dictionary 2021
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of plastic to seduce us into a blissfully ignorant consumerism.”101 
Ultimately, we are unbothered by plastic since we view the material 
as inert and benign. This marketing does not guarantee that the 
article is biodegradable, circular, or recyclable. It is most likely to 
land in a landfill alongside tons of similar pieces.

 Marketing tactics similar to those seen at H&M remind 
us that we, as a society, are unable to recycle our way out of the 
waste and planet crisis we are currently facing. The “sustainability” 
promise treats garments as disposable items tricking consumers 
into purchasing more. Greenwashing is not only dishonest but 
actively produces harm to the environment. Research from the Hult 
International Business School has shown that there is accumulating 
evidence that consumers are willing to pay a premium for products 
that are from a “sustainable” brand over a non-sustainable 
competitor.112A 2019 survey led by Hotwire discovered that 47% of 
internet users globally dropped products and services from brands 
that violated their personal views with environmentalism being 
the highest-ranked value.123This phenomenon can be explained 
by the green purchase intention which is the desire of consumers 
interested in environmental and conscious issues to choose more 
environmentally friendly products over conventional products.134 
Overall, consumers are paying more attention to nature and want to 
directly implement changes to their lifestyles and values with the 
assumption that their purchasing behavior will have an impact on 
the ecological environment.145

 As I exited H&M, I noticed a series of large recycling 
bins with signs reading “Bring in your old shirts.” Several people 
dropped off their used garments, and a young sales representative 
rushed to hand them coupons to shop for new products. Instantly, 
the number of customers doubled. This seems like a great initiative 
to recycle, redistribute, and give old clothes a new purpose;

9 Alaimo, Stacy. Exposed: Environmental Politics and Pleasures in Post human Times, 2016, 
pp. 134
10 Ibid,. 135
11 Rosmarin, Remi. Sustainability sells: Why consumers and clothing brands alike are turning 
to sustainability as a guiding light, Insider, 22 Apr. 2020, Sustainability Is a Value That’s 
Changing Consumer and Retailer Behavior Accessed 25 Nov. 2021.
12 Ibid.
13 Zhuang, Wencan; Luo, Xiaoguang, Luo; Usman Riaz, Muhammed. On the Factors Influ-
encing Green Purchase Intention: A Meta-Analysis Approach, Front. Psychol, 9 Apr. 2021, pp. 
1, https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.644020. Accessed 25 Nov. 2021.
14 Ibid. 

however, after conducting some extensive research, I learned 
that almost 90% of donated clothes from H&M and elsewhere 
end up trashed or burnt.151Ultimately, H&M advertises itself as 
“green” while contributing heavily to climate change. By providing 
a discount, H&M causes consumers to buy more articles that 
will soon be “recycled.” Research has shown that by wearing 
our clothes for nine months longer, we can reduce our carbon 
footprint for that garment by 30%.162If we each bought one used 
item per year we could save nearly six pounds of carbon dioxide 
emissions which is equivalent to removing half a million cars off 
the road for a year.173We constantly hear about the various things 
that contribute to the harm of the planet. Do not fly, reduce water 
when you shower, save the turtles by using straws, and do not buy 
fast fashion. Fortunately, this is an issue where we can make a big 
difference by simply wearing or thrifting our clothing.

 Garment production not only causes environmental 
damage harmful to ecosystems but for those involved in the 
supply chain who are constantly exposed to toxins that breach both 
international health and safety standards.184The result is a myriad 
of occupational health hazards, including respiratory dangers 
due to poor ventilation, musculoskeletal hazards from repetitive 
motion tasks, and accidental injuries while handling machinery.195In 
addition to miserable working conditions, employees are forced to 
work sixteen hours a day seven days a week while facing verbal 
and physical abuse from overseers since fast fashion companies 
like H&M receive new clothing shipments daily.206In several 
manufacturing countries such as China, India, and Bangladesh, 
the minimum wage ranges from a half to a fifth of the living wage 
required for an average family to meet its basic needs with workers 
in India making 58 cents an hour and those in Bangladesh making a 
disheartening 33 cents an hour linking the fast fashion industry to a 
notorious cycle of poverty. The International Labor Organization 

15 Portela, Valentina. The Fashion Industry Waste is Drastically Contributing to Climate 
Change. Calpirg, 9 Mar. 2021, https://calpirg.org/blogs/blog/cap/fashion-industry-waste-dras-
tically-contributing-climate-change.  Accessed 20 Nov. 2021.
16 Ro, Christine. Smart Guide to Climate Change: Can fashion ever be sustainable? BBC, 10 
Mar. 2020, https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200310-sustainable-fashion-how-to-buy-
clothes-good-for-the-climate. Accessed 20 Nov. 2021.
17 Ibid.
18 River, Beau. “Dangers of Corporate Greenwashing In The Era Of Sustainability.” Forbes. 29 
Apr. 2021. Accessed 10 Dec. 2021.
19 Bick, Rachel & Halsey, Erika & Ekenga, Christine. “ The global environmental injustice of 
fast fashion.” Environmental Health, 2018. doi: 17. 10.1186/s12940-018-0433-7. 
20  The Borgen Project. The Link Between Fast Fashion and Poverty. 5 Aug. 2020. https://bor-
genproject.org/fast-fashion-and-poverty/. Accessed 16 Nov. 2021.
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estimates that 170 million children are engaged in child labor with 
over 60% making textiles and garments to satisfy the demand 
of consumers in Europe, the United States, and beyond.211Fast 
fashion companies such as H&M utilize two key techniques: rapid 
manufacturing and dynamic assortment to deliver new garments 
almost daily. By that same token, employees at ports and involved 
with the distribution of the garments deal with the waste produced 
by the import and export of the clothing in addition to the workers 
deployed at dumpsites who face excessive physical labor.

 Driving back home, I realized that fashion is a huge part 
of our culture and that we are a society that loves to shop and 
consume. Rather than contemplating nature at a national park, 
we can discover more about the environment by visiting retail 
stores. When at H&M, we are experiencing first-hand the effects of 
consumerism and its direct impacts on nature and environmental 
justice whereas at Yosemite for instance, we are contemplating 
nature at its finest, preserved, and unharmed. Yosemite masks our 
actions and allows us to escape the reality of the environmental 
crisis. Fast fashion is popular because it is democratized fashion. 
We can feel luxurious for a fraction of the cost. However, fast 
fashion comes at an expensive price. While many of the changes 
needed to make clothing more sustainable must be implemented by 
the manufacturing companies of fast fashion, we as consumers must 
recognize that changes in our behavior not only add up but can 
drive enormous change in the industry, too. Noticing, researching, 
and understanding the simplest activities we partake in such as 
shopping remind us that our global environmental crisis is not an 
intricate enigma that requires massive problem solving and savant 
abilities. We must comprehend that sustainable fashion is not a 
natural pairing if fast fashion’s trend-driven tactics press us to 
purchase new pieces frequently while sustainability requires us to 
pare down.

21 Ibid.

Breathless Glitter

Maria Lupo
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Changing of the Seasons
Nishtha Prabartana

Touching Sight
Genesis Perez
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Spidery tendrils of chill creep,

Tickling my ears and freezing my hands

I look up and am met with apricot swirls

Streaked with mauve,

Splatterings of white candyfloss

Soft crunch of maples erupt giggles

Perking my attention to my side,

As warmth slips through me in a soft grip

I feel a light weight on my shoulder.

As the sun dips for its routine break,

A fiery aura circles us;

Faint smells of applewood and cider drift across

Sips of spiced pumpkin intrude the crackling silence

Of fire and splintering woods,

No words spoken, yet all heard,

Fall’s autumnal winds carrying the heart

And her laughter fills in the seasonal gaps.

I look down at her,

Autumn’s first rays caught in her golden locks

Like gilded flames that could warm your soul 

On a cold night,

Or leave the world blazing all around.

Fiery yet tranquil,

Soft yet temperamental.

Manifestation of the elements

That makes Fall so unchangingly fierce!

Fall was hers,

For she encompassed all that it was and will ever be,

Dualities of Nature so perfectly aligned.

It was my first experience of Fall,

Yet my eyes realized its traces in her,

Sweet scent of woodsmoke, blazing sparks,

I had seen autumn before, but She showed me Fall.

Nishtha Prabartana
Autumn’s Manifest
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Red (adjective)
Nishtha Prabartana

Roadkill
Jane Hahn

I found a fairy caught in my windshield wiper. 

Its mangled body is dragged back and forth,

Across my vision of the streets ahead. 

Its wings are crooked, limbs bent in unnatural angles. 

Its screams are drowned out by the metallic bass of the radio. 

I didn’t know that I was in fairy territory. 

The sign must have been too small, 

And the rain must have been too heavy. 

I debate pulling over to examine the carnage, 

But the clock on my dashboard frowns back at me. 

I sigh. 

Fairies were not uncommon, 

But hitting one is pretty expensive. 

My eyes follow the creatures’ movement again, 

Being dragged back and forth, back and forth. 

Perhaps the police will put it out of its misery later tonight. 

The guilt washes away with the rain and soon, so does the fairy. 
Yes, the police will handle it, hopefully removing it from the street 
too. Maybe, if I’m lucky, nobody can trace it back to me. 

What’s one fairy anyways? 

It would have suffocated on the gas from the passing cars anyways.
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Sunny Flower
Genesis Perez

The Last Dandelion
Nishtha Prabartana
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Wrapped in Ice
Genesis Perez

Dear Human, 

I remember me differently than you do. Your memory may be filled 
with melodic laughter, or satin bed sheets, with the smell of burning 
embers or wet fur, or even with clear blue eyes that reflect the stars 
of our galaxy. But take it from me, a body snatcher from the star 
to the left of the constant shining north, I remember me differently 
than you do. 

When you think of me, what pops into that silly little head of 
yours? The sunflower field in the pond? The green piercing eyes of 
that black cat you aptly named, Kitty? Those winter nights when we 
were snowed in that stupidly cold cabin your uncle Phil rented? 

How about that summer’s evening when we ate pizza in the pool 
and you dropped a slice into that chlorine and urine filled crystal 
waters? Or of that spring morning when you got that dreadful call 
about your father? How I held you close when the phone stopped 
ringing? Or at least my attempt at holding you? I admit it was a 
cruel mimicry of what you truly needed in your time of distress, but 
with these hands that are not my own, I did try so desperately.

And while I rather not break your fragile heart again, the truth is, I 
remember me differently than you do.

This body was stolen. This heart beats differently than it once did 
or ever will. I do not know who is the true owner of this walking 
shell. But I regretfully must confess, I am leaving much worse 
than I found it. And that is a regret that I will bare onto my soul 
for the rest of my existence. I have successfully ruined this body 
permanently and have failed as a member of my species. After all, I 
ruined prime real estate. 

Jane Hahn
Confessions of a Body Snatcher 
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me differently than you do, I hope this reveal doesn’t hurt you too 
much. After all, your value may have increased because of this 
confession. So, I leave you with this, my dear: although memories 
can create a perfect world, it often is, in my case and especially 
yours, a world that has never existed. 

With Kinds regards,

The body 

snatcher of 

your newly 

wedded 

husband

P.S. Congratulations.

How could this be possible? you ask.

Well, the actual truth is that the person you think is me was never 
there because you remember me differently than I do.

You remember our first encounter on a windy and bitter October 
17th, near that awful cafe. Your red lips stained both the cheap 
china and this body’s memory. I took a seat next to you, and we 
spoke briefly about regular whatnotes of weather, holidays, etc. And 
then you smiled at me.

The truth is, our first encounter was 2 years prior. I’ll spare you the 
details, but when you smiled, the host body reacted immediately, as 
if it was previously programmed to have such a violently pleased 
response, and it was dangerously addictive. I then realized the true 
depth of my error of allowing this host body to come near you once 
again.

This body cares deeply about you. And in a moment of pure 
weakness, I allowed it to fall deeper into that hole.

You remember nights of shared secrets and thrown popcorn, and 
you remember days of burnt pancakes and strolls through the park.

However, I remember those days and nights as opportunities to 
deceive and use you, change and abuse you. Mold you into the 
perfect item for my ever-growing collection. 

But, this body refuses to acquiesce with the plan, and like all body 
snatchers, I cannot force this body that I snatched to do something 
it doesn’t have the desire to do.

However, this is a first for me. This host body and all the other 
bodies in my collection were all so easily persuaded. This body has 
loved before, so what makes you any different?

Regardless, the purpose of this note is to let you know that I have 
given up on adding you to my collection. Although you are valuable 
and a significant loss to my time and effort, this body is giving too 
much resistance for me to continue pursuing you. 

So this is a goodbye as well. The person you know was never here, 
and once I leave this host body, it will not remember you. I suggest 
you look back on all those “shared memories,” and realize my 
manipulation as the genius that it is or was. And since I remember
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You must remember yourself 

As you are now. 

You may lose who you are 

Along the way. 

The first sign that you have 

Already lost is the 

Mindless nodding, the 

Humming you keep low, 

Eyes on the floor. 

You will need your strength 

To carry the weight 

Of the past 

On your shoulders. 

When your feet begin to 

Grow heavier and 

The sinew in your leg 

Begins to burn. 

Do not stop. 

You must familiarize yourself 

With your surroundings 

For you will forget 

A’Hoyt
Nistha Prabartana

A Guide for the Lost Souls of the 
Undergrad
Makayla Sosa
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Convergence
Nistha Prabartana

From whence you came. 

Remember all the little things 

You once thought were 

Meaningless. 

The smell of their sweat, the 

Wrinkles between their eyes. 

You must learn 

Everything that you can. 

For there will be others 

That use their mystic, 

Twisted, logic against you. 

Words with no substance, 

Degrees that do not exist,

Arithmetic of the masses.

 

You must be prepared For what is to come. The future is temporary. 
Now is forever and Never again. 

You must survive 

In this world 

And the next 

For yourself.
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I Am the Garbage
Anonymous

I wasn’t exactly any fonder of life
the day I found out my mother had me,

despite the annulment she and my father almost received
when he didn’t want children,

for attention. As it turns out,
the narcissistic supply needed to be filled

by me, no not me actually.
The idea of me, a facade

of who I am. Glory did she have
when I had small hands and a small voice,

adorable and sweet, a blank page,
a block of clay ready to be molded

into something I wasn’t meant to be.
I was never meant to be

something for her empire of motherhood.
Yet here I am,

the gender-confused lesbian who struggles
to eat anything

beyond pasta,
which is why I don’t even like living,

Looking Up
Nishtha Prabartana
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let alone in the older of the childhood years.
My mother didn’t notice that since she was busy dreaming

of glitter and gold she could say was her own,
straight A’s and a plethora of skills and perfectionism

comparable to hers, but never beyond
as to not threaten her. I was never hers

to sculpt and paint in black and white
when it’s the rainbows that call to me,

knowing this enraged her. So when
my voice was bigger than my growing hands,

she threw me out.

Flume 
Will Zipf 
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Brother 
Diane Velasco 

The Car
Emma-Li Downer

My brother loved his car more than he loves me.

After all, when the car crashed, 

He cried just as hard for its crumpled blue frame as he did

The day Daddy left. 

He clung to my hand, the left one, the one uninjured,

And threatened to fill the white room with water 

Until we floated to the top,

Just like how Mommy left us.

My brother loved his car more than he loves me.

After all, when I snatched his keys,

And took that squeaky thing of metal out of the driveway,

His face burned as deep and red as the water in the tub 

The day Mommy left.

He yelled and yelled, aiming for my left ear,

And threatened to shake the walls 

Until we were buried under the bricks,

Just like how Daddy left us.

My brother loved his car more than he loves me.

After all, when it would cough black smoke,

He spent forever outside, head jammed under the hood, but

When I cried for his attention, he didn’t even blink.
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My brother doesn’t love me, but he hasn’t left me.

Daddy kissed me goodnight, and

Rumbled away in his truck and trailer

Full of dangerous-do-not-touch toys

That can topple buildings.

Mommy dropped me off at school, and

Waved goodbye, and

Promised to have a snack ready when I got home, and

Walked to town, scratching at her wrists.

My brother loved his car more than he will ever love me, 

And yet he brings get-well-soon cards from the neighbors, and

Flowers from the school, and

He kisses me goodnight and hides snacks from ladies in white

And he doesn’t leave me.

My brother can love his next car more than he loves me

If that keeps him by my side.

Into The Light and Veiled Contemplation #2 
Casey Brookes Richardson
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Mother 
Diane Velasco

Mothering Sunday
Riya Soyantar

I felt a fear of geese, fear of drowning, fear of microplastics, fear 
of drowning; once, in the kiddy pool, I forgot to hold my breath, 
fear of hangnails turning septic; fear of eating stale muffins because 
I never learnt to tell the small of food gone bad; fear of the ivory 
hunters in Botswana; fear of biting the dentist’s gummy blue gloves; 
fear of germy kids, fear of rodents; fear of the toothy face Mum 
would make before bed to scare me. I’d squeal with laughter. I 
was so scared that I could’ve punched her. Things like this confirm 
my fear that I am a bad daughter. Fear of flash floods, fear of peat 
bogs, fear of tall ceilings, fear of a flash flood pressing me into a 
peat bog, fear of carbon monoxide poisoning; accidentally napping 
by a warm fireplace in a closed room in a historic home with tall 
ceilings and never waking up, fear of becoming old like said historic 
home, fear of becoming so old that I forget the toothy face my mum 
would make, fear of suddenly remembering the toothy face, fear that 
I’ll think of it as I’m dying; fear that I’ll no longer be afraid of it.
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Oculus
Sudenaz Yilmaz

Istanbul 2020 #7
Anamaria Roa
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what’s in front of me, and I can hear the Sheriff shiftin’ in his 
rickety rocker. 

 “I hear you shiverin’ over there nigger. You got a lot to 
answer for, but if you didn’t do  what those men say you did you 
don’t have any reason to be nervous.” 

 The Sheriff’s drawn-out sounds tell me he don’t mean a 
damn word. He’s playin’ with me, gettin’ pleasure outta me and 
Daniel’s sufferin’. 

 “Oh, no suh. I ain’t shiverin’ cuz I nervous. I shiverin’ cuz I 
cold, suh.” 

 I didn’t expect em’ to believe me, but I don’t take kindly to 
people accusin’ me falsely. The demon chuckles. “You right, boy. 
Natchez is hell in the summer, but it sure can get cold down here in 
the winter, especially come night fall. If it wasn’t for you two, I’d 
be home  layin’ next to my mighty fine wife—nice and warm.”  

 I can hear the demon smirk as he continues shinin’ his rifle. 

 “From what I hear, you two boys are fond of stirrin’ up the 
kind of trouble that keep law  abidin’ men like myself up late away 
from they families.” 

 “No, suh, not me and this here Daniel. We don’t take no 
likin’ to trouble. We only  helpin’ people who wanna get supplies. 
Oh, yes suh! That’s all we doin’—helpin’ mo’ people  get what they 
lookin’ foe’.”

 I take a look at Daniel kinda wishin’ I could go see St. Peter 
with em’ befoe the rest of  them demons come back. After they beat 
us and threw us in here, they say they’d be back tonight after we got 
time to think ‘bout what we done. But way thangs work round these 
parts,  they string ya up befoe ya get a chance to learn anythang. 

 The demon with a badge puts down his gun and picks up 
another. 

 “Well, you see Hollis—that’s just it. If you keep givin’ out 
supplies, what happens to Mr. Gary’s supply store, huh? Stands to 
reason that if all the niggers come to you, they’d stop goin’  to Mr. 
Gary. Now, we wouldn’t want that to happen, would we Hollis? 
Gary Wyman is one of  the finest citizens in this town, and he 
deserves to have a safe and secure business. We wouldn’t want Mr. 
Gary not to feed his children and wife, would we Hollis?”  I try to 
steady my shiverin’ so he don’t think I’m lyin’. 

 Sweat is cold when ya scared, and I can’t stop shivering. 
The night air is holdin’ the chill like colored hair holds watah. I’d 
get close to Daniel if he wasn’t in such bad shape, but he ain’t 
moved since we got here. He just moans every once in a while and 
coughs when he swallows. The gash above his brow won’t stop 
bleedin’, and he gargles when he breaths. Makes me think he got 
some cracked ribs. Took my shirt and wrapped it ‘round his head to 
try and help, but I  don’t think it’s doin’ much. It only turns a deeper 
red every hour. I don’t think he’s gone make it, and I don’t expect a 
doctor to come by neither. He’s lucky though; no tellin’ what these 
cracker demons are plannin’ on doin’ to us. Better foe a man to die 
in the quiet than to die surrounded by gnawin’ beasts. 

 I ain’t ever seen demons befoe today. Only heard the prea-
cha talk ‘bout em’, but nevah seen one foe myself. Really nevah be-
lieve they exist. Thought demons were the nightmares  preacha-men 
use to scare the people into obeyin’ what they say, but I saw em’ 
with my own brown eyes. I saw em’ through the holes in them 
sheets. I saw em’ in the light of the torches. Them hoods don’t hide 
everythang. I saw what the Preacha-man spoke ‘bout, but the  Prea-
cha’s wrong. Ya don’t have to go to no afterlife to see demons—just 
come to the Delta; they live right here. Stop by Natchez, and ya’ll 
see hell in the sun, hell in the trees, hell in the river, hell in the 
moon, and hell in the white folk. 

 I ain’t no ‘ligious man—hadn’t had much time foe ‘church’ 
and thangs. My mama always say I need Jesus. 
 
I always laugh and say, “Naw, mama, Jesus needs me. I work hard; 
I don’t believe in  takin’ what ain’t mine, and the young angels got 
a liken foe me.” 

 She would suck her teeth and push me off as I put a wet 
kiss on her chubby cheek. “Boy, that mouth gone get you in trouble 
someday. You need to talk with respect, especially when you talkin’ 
bout God’s son.”  

 One of those demons put a boot to my face and shut one of 
my eyes, so I got to turn my head to the left so I can make-out 

Michael A. Polite 

A Shard of Grace
| warning for graphic content and language customary to the time period |
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 “No, suh! Wouldn’t want that foe Mr. Gary and his fine 
chillin’. They a mighty nice  family.” 

 The demon pauses from shinin’ his rifle to look up at us. I 
see his teeth shinin’ in the flicka’ of the candles on his desk. 

 “That’s right Hollis. They are a mighty fine family. So, 
what I can’t seem to figure is why you and that uppity nigger friend 
of yours would want to harm such a nice family?” The demon starts 
wipin’ his gun again. 

 “Me and Daniel ain’t tryin’ to hurt nobody suh, honest. 
We tryin’ to do the same foe our families . . . just like Mr. Gary. 
We tryin’ to make it so our families eat too. Way I see it, Mr. Gary 
can keep helpin’ white folk while we help our own kind. Yes suh, I 
think that’d be mighty fine foe Daniel and me.”

 I don’t feel the cold as much anymoe. The Sheriff’s words 
make me warm-like, but not the warm that make ya feel good—
moe like the warm that make ya feel like killin’ a man. But that’s 
the thang ‘bout demons; they always sneak up on ya when ya least 
expect it, surround ya,  out number ya, and beat ya ‘til ya got no 
fight left. Yeah, that’s what the Preacha-man say once. Say we got 
to keep watch lest we fall. I didn’t understand it then, but sermons 
got a way of comin’ alive when ya live em’ instead of just hearin’ 
em’. 

 The demon yawns like he ‘bout to go to bed. 

 “You see, that’s why I like you Hollis. Always have liked 
ya. You always been a sensible  boy.”  

 The demon strokes his gun like he was married to it. Looks 
like he enjoy that gun moe  than the wife he was talkin’ bout earlier. 
Although we here with em’, he seem lonely to me. “And that mama 
of yours sure do know how to bake some biscuits, don’t she? You 
know what. . . maybe after we deal with you two, we should all go 
over and ask her to whip up some of those fine biscuits for me and 
the boys. That be mighty fine wouldn’t it Hollis?” 

 The thought of these demons eatin’ my mama’s food in our 
house makes my fist clench without thinkin’. Glad it’s dark now, 
cuz the Sheriff would see my eyes and know what I was plannin’. 

 “Well suh, if ya let me and Daniel here go, I be sure to get 
those biscuits foe ya by the afternoon. Oh, yes suh! I’ll bring em’ 
right to ya front doe befoe sunset.”

 The Preacha-man also say nevah to make a deal with 
demons, but I suppose the preacha nevah sat this close to one. He 
probably too smart foe that. People say Bible readin’ save ya from 
the devil. Daniel and I should’ve read moe of it. Then the power 
of Jesus could have saved us from them demons—like it did in the 
preacha’s stories. 

 “Naw, that won’t be necessary Hollis. I think I rather go 
pay her a visit for myself cause I reckon you and that friend of 
yours ain’t gone be seein’ your mama anytime soon.” The demon 
sets down the second rifle and picks up his last one, but the preacha 
nevah say nothin’ ‘bout demons havin’ guns. Only say they used 
fiery arrows. Didn’t mention anythang ‘bout no rifles. 

 “Yeah boy, the way I see it, your mama is a righteous 
woman. Mark my words—she’ll  be at them pearly gates. Now, a 
few months ago, I would have said the same ‘bout you Hollis . . . 
that is . . . until you decided to go ‘bout doin’ the devil’s work.” 

 I is sure that demon don’t know nothin’ ‘bout no pearly 
gates. I ain’t no judge, but a fool can see that the Sheriff and the rest 
of them hooded demons ain’t getting’ no closer to the pearly gates 
than I could get to a white man’s daughter. 

 “Yep, Hollis, you disappointed me boy. It really did hurt 
me to see you and that outsider start your own store when Mr. Gary 
and the rest of us have treated you and your kind quite  nice here 
in Natchez. Just goes to show how people can be ungrateful. And 
that’s why we have  to teach you two a good lesson. We got to teach 
you to be grateful for what you have—instead  of goin’ off dreamin’ 
up vexin’ ideas.” 

 Daniel came to town from Chicago during the strawberry 
harvest. He would always tell me stories ‘bout tall buildin’s that 
touched the sky and black men ridin’ in cars. From the day he came 
to town, I could tell he was different. Somethin’ ‘bout the way he 
smiled told me he wasn’t from ‘round here. He say he was tryin’ to 
lay low with his uncle cuz some people were lookin’ foe ‘em back 
home. Preacha-man says trouble follows ya unless ya repent. And 
Daniel must needs to repent foe some thangs, cuz trouble followed 
em’ all the way down to Natchez.
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 I clear my throat so I can ask the demon a question. 
“Excuse me suh, but we sure could  use some watah. Daniel don’t 
look too good, and I is sore thirsty. Could we have a cup of watah, 
suh?”  

 I don’t wanna to start no trouble, but my thirst is growin’ 
greater than my fear. The demon slowly rests his rifle against the 
desk and stands up reaching his hands way above his head like a 
man was pointin’ a pistol at ‘em. But he is just stretchin’. 

 “Well now, I think we can accommodate two thirsty niggers 
with a cup of water.” 

 I can’t see it, but I can hear the cup clang when he takes it 
out the desk drawer. He walks outta that doe like a man who didn’t 
have a care in the world. He left the doe open— which made me 
shiver all the moe. 

 “Daniel! Daniel! Can ya hear me man? Daniel. Can ya 
talk? Can ya hear me? Ya got to  tell me how ya doin’ befoe that 
cracker get back. Come on man! Daniel! Can ya hear me? Squeeze 
my hand if ya can hear me.” 

 I feel his hand slowly grip my hand. It ain’t no strong grip 
like normal, but at least I know he can hear me. 

 “Okay brotha. Ya head hurt bad?” 

 He squeezes my hand. 

 “Ya chest hurt?” 

 He squeezes again. 

 “Does it hurt when ya breathe?”

 He squeezes. 

 I hear the demon walking up the front steps and quickly 
gather my knees back into my chest. 

 “It’s a mighty fine night for a walk in the woods, Hollis. 
What you think? You think you  and that nigger would like to walk 
with me and my friends—do a little star gazin’, maybe drink a  little 
moonshine?”  

 Although the demon’s words are friendly, somthin’ tell me 
he don’t have kindness on his mind. 

 “I don’t think Daniel got the strength foe a night walk suh. 
But with some time to rest and heal, I knows we’d enjoy that walk 
some other night, suh.” 

 The demon laughs as he approaches the bars. With the 
candlelight to his back, I can’t see his face. Only thang I can see is a 
dark shadow and the sound of keys janglin’ from his belt. Preacha-
man say only the Lord can set ya free, but I see demons have keys 
too; they just ain’t gone use them, ‘cept to lock ya in. 

 “Well, what you waitin’ for boy? I ain’t goin’ to stand here 
all night.” 

 I slowly unfold my arms from around my knees and stand 
to my feet. It’s only a couple steps across the floor to the bars, but 
I think there’s somethin’ wrong with my right knee. I can’t put 
weight on it, so I drag it with me like a burlap sack of cotton too 
heavy to lift. 

 “Come on nigga; you makin’ me regret gettin’ off my 
comfortable seat. Hell, if I knew it’d take you this long to get over 
here, I’d a stayed in my chair with sweet Betsy.” 

 Nevah understood why the demons always name they guns 
after women. To me, a gun act moe like a man than a woman.

 “Yes suh, thank ya suh. Don’t wanna be no trouble foe 
nobody suh.”  

 Every step I take shoots a pain from my knee up into my 
hip. Kinda like Jacob wrestlin’ with his angel. Preacha say the angel 
touched his hip, and it fell right outta place. But I wasn’t  touched 
by no angel. My limp different than Jacob. Or maybe Jacob wasn’t 
touched by no angel after all—maybe he was touched by a demon. 
Maybe he was too ashamed to admit he was wrestlin’ with his own 
demons. 

 “Here I come suh, almost there. Got a bad leg, but I be fine 
in the mornin’ foe sure, suh.” 

 The demon knocks the cup against the bars cuz I movin’ 
too slow. The cup sounds like it’s made of glass which makes me 
nervous cuz glass is expensive. 

 “Oh, thank ya kindly, suh. I real grateful foe ya kindness.”

I grab the cup with both hands careful-like. Truth is, I ain’t nevah
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held glass befoe. We nevah had money foe glass dishes. 

 The demon spits his tobacco ‘tween the bars. I feel it land 
on my shoulder. “You be careful with that there cup boy. The Hulls 
gave me that cup last Christmas. It’s mighty fine and I’m already 
gonna have to wash it good cause nigga hands been on it.” 

 I nevah thought demons celebrate Christmas. Can’t imagine 
demons thinkin’ too highly of baby Jesus. 

 “Go head now boy, drink up and give me that there cup 
back.” 

 “Yes, suh. Just gone give Daniel here a lil’ sip and give it 
right back, suh.” 

 As I turn from the bars, the greatest pain I’ve felt in my 
entire life runs up my leg and grabs my hands. The pain peal back 
my fingas from the cup one by one. I wanna hold it foe me and foe 
Daniel, but the pain is screamin’ in my ear, tellin’ me to use my 
hands to keep from fallin’. But I can’t catch myself. I can’t catch 
the cup. I hit the floor at the same time as the glass. We both broken 
now, but the demon don’t care much ‘bout me. 

 “You dumb, stupid nigger! Didn’t I tell you boy to be 
careful with that there glass! You dumb piece of shit!” 

 I roll over to look in the demon’s direction. Could be the 
pain still runnin’ through my leg but I swear his eyes are burning 
red and his tongue is forked. 

 “I sorry suh. Tried my best to hold it on this here bad leg, 
but the pain got the best of me  suh.”  

 The demon turns its back and marches to its chair. The 
Sheriff grabs ole’ Betsy like a  rapist and rushes over the barrel with 
his rag like the rifle was on fire. 

 “Dumb shit! You don’t know pain yet nigger. But you will; 
ah yes, before the night ends, we goin’ teach you niggers a lesson 
that’ll make the pain you feelin’ now seem like a warm bath.” 

 Told Daniel didn’t think it was smart to open up no other 
shop in town. Told em’ white folk ‘round Natchez don’t take well 
to competition. But Daniel knows how to talk. Best talker I ever 
heard. He even talk betta than the Preacha-man talk. He so smooth 
he can sell salt to a snail. He would start talkin’ ‘bout black folks 
rights and doin’ foe ourselves and ownin’ thangs stead of borrowin’. 

And even if ya was dead set against what he’d be sayin’, he change 
ya mind in ‘bout ten minutes. Yeah, he sure could talk—talked so 
good he talked us straight to hell. 

 I pull myself back to the wall. Can’t see any of the glass, 
but I feel it cuttin’ my stomach as I slide across the wet floor. I roll 
over and can feel moe glass under my legs. I look over at Daniel. 
He barely breathin’ now. He hasn’t cough or moan in a while. If 
he’s gone die tonight, I don’t want em’ to die feelin’ by em’self. 
Preacha-man say Jesus die for our sins thirsty and alone. Don’t 
want Daniel dyin’ like that. He ain’t Jesus; he my friend. And Imma 
have betta for em’ than God wanted for his son. 

 I put my hand down to slide closer to Daniel. Another pain 
shoots up my body. This time, it ain’t my leg. It’s my hand. Done 
put my right hand down on a big piece of glass. Blood startin’ to 
run down my hand. Can’t see it, but I can feel it cuz the blood’s 
warmer than the air. 

 I pick up the piece and hold it up. I catch a lil’ of the 
candlelight with it. It’s the most  beautiful thang I ever seen. 
Preacha-man say heaven got a whole sea look like this. Call it 
the sea a glass. I think I be seein’ that sea soon. I hadn’t lived the 
perfect life, but the Lord know my heart. He know I don’t mean to 
hurt nobody. Do my best to help people. And I always work hard; 
Lord knows I work hard. If heaven look like this here piece a glass, 
I’d like livin’ in a place like that. Me and Daniel could sell a lot 
a supplies there. Yeah, I think livin’ on the sea a glass would be 
mighty fine. 

 The demon still mad at me for breakin’ his cup. 

 “Yo’ reckonin’ comin’ boy. You here me? Yo’ reckonin’ is a 
comin’.”  

 The demon is back to speakin’ Inglis’ again. The tongue he 
was speakin’ befoe must be  some devil tongue Lucifer taught em’. 

 I put my hand back down to slide over to Daniel. I put it 
down slow this time, so I can feel foe moe glass. I try to move quiet 
like, but the glass ‘round my legs told on me, and the demon heard 
me. 

“Be still in there boy! Before I come over there and silence you
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you with the back end of this here Betsy!” 

 I stop movin’. I’m close enough to feel Daniel’s hand. I 
squeeze it to let em’ know I’m with em’. But his hand feel different 
now. It feel heavy and cold. It feel dead. I feel watah begin to 
fall out my closed left eye. Daniel done gone and left me here by 
myself. He gone on ahead to see St. Peter befoe me. He always 
had to be furst—nevah could be second. I think that’s why he so 
hard-headed. He couldn’t stand not being first, even if it was bein’ 
second to white folk. Just wasn’t part of his nature. A man can only 
be what a man  is, and Daniel wasn’t no second-place man. 

 I hold up the glass again. It catches the candlelight like it 
did befoe. From this view, I can see a lil’ bit moe of the glass. I see 
my blood on it. I see where it cut me. It sure is beautiful. Even with 
my blood on it, it look heavenly. Preacha-man say Jesus’ blood is 
on us, and it make us beautiful like this here piece a glass. 

 The demon sets down his gun and begins undoin’ his belt 
buckle. He walks towards the doe while unzippin’ his fly. The keys 
jingle again. His belt buckle clangs as he opens the doe. The night 
air rushes in again. It’s strange, but I ain’t cold no moe. 

 I look back at the piece a glass. I figure it’s the closest 
thang to Jesus I got right now. Preacha-man say the word a God is 
like a sword—it cut right to the bone. He say it like a two edged 
sword that cut ya goin’ in and cut ya comin’ out. Preacha-man 
say the word delivers us from evil. And the way I see it, I’d rather 
face this piece a glass and God instead of them demons out there. 
Preacha-man say takin’ ya life is the unforgivable sin. But I think 
God will understand. If He allowed those men to put nails in His 
wrist, then I don’t think He’d mind to much me puttin’ this here 
glass in mine. If God meet me on the other side and ask me why I 
did it, I’ll tell em’ the truth. I ain’t brave like Jesus. 

 I can hear the demon’s piss flow just outside the doe. I can 
feel my own blood flowin’ out my wrist and onto Daniel’s hand. 
I take Daniel’s cold left hand in my bloody right hand. I hold the 
piece a glass up one moe time with my left hand. It got much moe 
blood on it now. And I begin to smile cuz I remember what the 
Preacha-man said. He said Jesus shed his blood to wash our sins. 
Jesus must’ve shed his blood foe them demons cuz Daniel and me 
used our own blood. Now we free.


